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The development of a practical computational technique
for the identification of constant parameter linear systems








This study of duration February 1967 - April 1966
has been devoted to the analytical development and digitalY	 P	 g
simulation experiences of a parameter estimation technique
that appears to be of superior practical significance for
the identification of real systems.
The technique is applicable to linear systems and is
simply based upon the properties of statistical expectations
and time averages. It also has a potential application to
:gun-linear system identification. The physical situation
that one often encounters is that a dynamical model of the
system, via differential equations is given, but the various
physical parameters, in particular, the mass, spring, and
1
damping factors are unknown. In order to obtain a complete
useful model of the system, it is necessary that these para-
meters -ire known. The technique presented in this report
requires knowledge of the dynamics of the system; that is,
the displacements, velocities, and accelerations, as well
as the input data. From these data all unknown parameters
can be determined by forming various moments, cr time aver-
ages, of the input and the dynamical output variables of
the system. The resulting linear equations in the unknown
parameters are then solved to yield the desired estimates.
t
	 A theoretical study of the technique was accomplished for








These results appear in Chapter II. This theoretical
study greatly clarifies the role of such parameters as the
length of time over which the system is to be observed,
the nature of the spectrum of the excitation, as well as
the role of the steady-state dynamics of the system in
effecting a usable identification scheme.
When the mass is known, only the displacements and
velocities are required in order to determine the estimates
1	 of the spring and damping; constants.
The technique is applied to study digitally simulated
models of one-dimensional linear systems with five degrees
of freedom. The parameters for simulation are taken as
those of a NASA-Goddard 5-mass experimental model. The
simulated model is subjected to various random as well as
sinusoidal excitations. The estimated parameters are found
to agree with the actual parameters up to four and five
place accuracy! Evc;n more of a significant feature is that
the actual system simulated parameters have a spread of
five or six orders of magnitude between the mass and the
spring constant. A major problem ir, parameter search tech-
niques is to determine the range of parameter values. For
the present technique this presents no problem as can be
seen by the extremely accurate estimated parameter values.
-4w
A completely detailed program for simulation, as well
as estimation of parameters has been developed for linear
chain-like mass-spring-dashpot systems with arbitrary de-
grees of freedom and an arbitrary number of force inputs
to the system. This appears in Chapter II.
The technique was also applied to a simulated two-
dimensional system of masses, springs, and dashpots supplied
to us by NASA-Goddard. Again, parameter estimation was
truly outstanding as can be seen in Chapter III of this report.
It can safely be stated at this point that when dis-
placement, velocity and acceleration data is available,
system identification can be accomplished quite satisfac-
torily by this method.
It was hoped that actual data taken from vibration
tests on the NASA-Goddard five mass system could have been
analyzed to obtain an estimate of the real system parameters.
However, the tests only yielded acceleration data. Digital
integration of this data was attempted in order to yield
aj. estimate of the velocities and displacements of the five
masses. A least squares trend was removed to account for
the fact that the initial conditions of the velocities and
displacements are unknown at the point at which the accel-
eration record commences. Due to the numerical inaccuracies
present when integrating and removing trends twice, satis.
factory estimates were not obtainable from-the real system
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data during the duration of the contract period. (This is,
in part, due to the time required to put the vibration data
on tape and then digitize it in a form suitable for compu-
tation. This was all accomplished by NASA-Goddard.) However,
we do not hesits.te to add that this is merely a numerical
problem of simulation, which can certainly be resolved with
A
future investigations. We present a first step in this dir-
ection in theresent rep ort, b int egrating the accelerationp	 p	 Y	 6	 6
once and identifying two parameters of a damped oscillator.
Thus, we can say in summary that:
A. A method has been proposed for identification of
ilinear and non-linear constant coefficient systems;,
by random or sinusoidal excitations as discussed in
Chapter I. Parameter Estimation .
iI
	
B. The method is studied here for linear systems,
subjected to random or sinusoidal excitations.
C. The theoretical studies have generated a rather
broad understanding of the method, as presented in
Chapter II, Theoretical Development.
D. The method yeilds extremely accurate parameter
identification •r rather complex systems, as
presented in Chapter III, Identification of
Simulated Linear Dynamical Systems.
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6E. A complete discussion of the simulation techniques
as well as the program details are presented in
Chapter IV,	 Computer Sir ►iulation and Identification.
F. Suggestions for ,
 future investigations are pre-
sented in Chapter V, ,Sumir,, p ry and Conclusions.
It is to be noted that the identification scheme proposed here
in general places no restriction on what combination of variables
are to be multiplied together and subsequently time averaged in order
to create the necessary algebraic equations. On the other hand, it
is to be recognized that if the well known method of least squares
curve fitting technique is applied to the identification problem,
there will result an identification of the type proposed here with
a particular form of variable products. For the hypothetical situation
where one has available both the exact form of -the system equations
and error-free response and forcing function data, a trivial case
exists that can be solved without resorting to time averages of
variable products. By trivial it is meant that all one has to do is
select data at a sufficient number of distinct times to form the
algebraic equations. In such a situation, the least squares curve
fitting criterion has no real meaning or significance since there is
no error to minimize. But when one considers "real life" situations,
where a system with an infinite number of degrees of freedom is
approximated by one with a finite number, non-linearities are either
ignclr^2d or guessed at in form, measured data contains errors, or the
coupling is incorrectly assumed; the question remains to be answered
as to what "product form" to use to produce the "best" estimate of
the parameters. In fact, the "best product form" to use will probably
be a function of the particular assumed form of system equations.
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rThe problem of identification of a system or of a
process is now recognized as a basic part of modern
engineering technique. It is clear that we must identifyg	 g	 q	 Y
in order to design and in order to control in any optimal
fashion. Thus, the subject of identification has been
actively studied in the past decade, and will continue to
develop both theoretically and practically as engineers
continue to expand our technology.gY.
Identification problems in engineering have been
most actively pursued by electrical engineers in the past
10-15 years primarily motivated by the desire for adaptive
and optimal control of systems and processes.	 Thus, the
ideas of cross-correlations and cross-spectral densities
for estimating the impulse response function or the fre-
quency response function have been generated by them.
Furthermore, electrical engineers and optimal control
engineers have been forward in their efforts to apply
parameter estimation schemes for identification P urposes.
Vibrations engineers have, to a large extent,
remained with the classical technique of driving a struc-
tural system by sinusoidal excitations at various
1
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frquencies to determine the frequency response charac-
teristics of structural systems. Parameter estimation
ideas have not as yet permeated the bag of tricks that
structural vibrations engineers can use freely in deter-
mining models of structural systems. Although new tech-
piques based upon second order statistics, mean square
approximations, or energy techniques are beginning to
change that picture somewhat.
The purpose of this report is to present a param-
eter identification technique. As we indicated above,
there is certainly no lack of parameter identification
techniques in the literature. However, the technique that
is presented in the present report possesses noteworthy
features.
In the first place, the technique is simple to
comprehend and to apply. Second, the same theoretical
concept applies to both random and sinusoidal excitations;
indeed, even sweep sinusoidal excitations. Third, it ap-
pears that the technique can be extended to non-linear
systems with unknown parameters since the basic theory
would remain unchanged. Fourth, the technique does not
appear to be affected by wide ranges of the parameter values
that often plague optimum parameter search techniques.
Finally, in simulation studies the technique has produced
highly accurate parameter estimates fdr reasonably complex
systems.
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Thus, it appears that the identification technique
proposed in this report holds promise of being of practical
significance for identification of arbitrary systems with
unknown constantP arameters.
This report is limited to the study of linear sy-
stems. It presents a theoretical development of the ideas,
tand estimates of parameters of simulated 5-mass chain-like
systems as well as a two-mass two -dimensional system, among
others. These systems, as well as the actual parameters,Y	 ^	 P	 ,
were supplied by NASA-Goddard.	 In each case, the mass,
spring, and damping constants are estimated from the digi-
tally simulated system subjected to random as well as sin-
usoidal inputs. It is noteworthy to point out that the
mass and springP	 g constants are six orders of magnitudeg
apart in their values and yet each is estimated with very
high accuracy. It is also noteworthy to add that a single
sinusoidal excitation at what appears to be any arbitrary
frequency will yield the identification of the system
parameters. Thus, one does not have to excite the system
at a multitude of frequencies, or in some frequency band-
width as has been implied by many previous investigations.
Finally, the description of the digital simulation tech-
niques as well as the program for simulation and identi-
fication are presented.1
I
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One point must be made concerning the identification
of systems via parameter estimation techniques. That is,
the methods that have been developed as well as the method
we describe in this report will identify the analytical or
simulated model of the actual physical system. Hence, if
the analytical model is not a satisfactory equivalent or
approximation to the system, then clearly, one is not
identifying the real system. Thus, any analytical model
identification scheme (such as parameter estimation) is
only as good as the model that will be used to describe
the physical system. (We note that identification schemes
can sometimes be used to help provide a better system model.
However, we will not dwell on that point here.)
With this understanding of the proper role of
identification by parameter estimation, we can now proceed
to describe our approach.
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The basic assumptions that we make in this chapter
are that a linear time invariant system is being driven by
some excitation, either random or deterministic. It will
serve our purposes to think of our system as being composed
of a number of masses connected to one another by linear
springs and linear dashpots. We further assume that each
mass may be driven by a separate excitation and further
that the accelerations, velocities and displacements of
each mass as well as the various excitations may be noise-
lessly observed, or at least, obtainable by suitable means.
We point out that this rules out pure white noise as an
input for reasons that shall be discussed below.
We assume that the various displacements, veloci-
ties and accelerations of the masses are related to the
excitations via a system of linear differential equations











In general, our systems have the character of those
























(a)	 Chain-Like, One-Dimensional System
x l 	 x2
k1





















jL	 (b) Two—Dimensional System
13
chain-like system; Figure I(b) shows a two-dimensional
system.
In either case the form of the linear differential
equation that governs the dynamics of these systems is
y(t) = A y(t)
	 + f(t)	 (2.1.1)
1
where the y vector is the vector of all the states of
system. That is, its components are the displacements
and velocities of the masses, the A matrix is a constant
matrix made up of the various spring and damping constants,
the f vector is the excitation vector,
We have assumed all mass and inertia constants to
be unity in the general equation (2.1.1). These constants
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In our development below we shall be concerned with
both steady state oscillations as well as transient oscilla-
tions. Naturally, we assume the system to be stable in
order that the steady state oscillation exists. Having
stated these few introductory remarks, we can now present
our detailed analytical development.
2.2 Random Excitations
Let us assume that the components f i W., i = 13
y	 ..., n of the f(t) excitation vector are stationary
random processes possessing as many moments as may be
required by our analysis (in general, for linear systems
only second moment properties will be required). We will
further assume that the excitation processes are smooth
enough to guarantee that all the derivatives y i (t) exist.
(The reader may recall that this is not the case if the
excitation is a Gaussian White noise with Dirac "Delta'?
j	 function for its covariance. See appendix)
We can immediately write a general solution to the
A matrix for the linear system 2.1.1 as follows. We
multiply equation 2.1.1 by the transpose vector y°(t)
and take expectations of the resulting equation to yield
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E(y(t) y' (t) } e A E(y(t) y' (t) } + E j(t) y' (t) ) (2.2.1)
The equation 2.2.1 can be solved for the matrix A as,
[E( y (t) y ' ( t ))	 - E(f(t) y'(t)}][E(y(t) y 1 (t)} ] -1	 A
	
(2.2.2)
assuming that the inverse matrix
[Ef
—y(t) il(t) T 1 (2.2.3)
exists.
The relation 2.2.2 presents a general solution of
the identification of A for linear ,
 systems of the form
2.1.1 1 if 2.2.3 exists. The existence of this inverse
is guaranteed if there is no 7,inear relationship among
the components of the y(t) vector, since the covariance
matrix E(y(t) y'(t)} is symmetric and non-negative
definite. The non-negative definiteness follows from the
fact that
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E{(	 I a i Y i (t)) 2 ) '-	 0 (2.2.4)
i=1
for any constants (a l , ..,,	 an ).	 Furthermore, the equality
sign in 2.2.4 can only hold if there exists a linear
relationship among the components of y(t). Thus,
	 2.2.3
exists and the constant matrix A is solvable as given by
equation 2.2.2 on the basis of observations of the
	 y and
P vectors.
This is somewhat more general than we wish to
consider. Since the estimation of the various moments in
2.2.2 as well as the inverse matrix, especially in the
transient situation where the moments are functions of t,
are difficult to estimate. Therefore, to proceed with our
development let us assume that the transients have, for
all practical purposes, died out and the system is
operating in the steady state. It is known that the
y-process is a statistically stationary process in that
case and all the moments present in equation 2.2.2 are
constant.
Furthermore, they cai, be estimated simply by taking
time averages over discrete or continuous values of the
time parameter.






v	 E { r (t) }Y i E { r(t).	 Y i s (t) }Y^ i, ^ a	 1,	 ...	 n	 2.2.4),	 (
r,s a	 0 0 1 0 2 9	 ...
i	 exist and are constant in time. Hence,
dt E {y i (t) } ' 0
(2.2.5)
dt E{yi(t) ys(t) ) s U
for I j and r, s as above.
We now specify that the y-process is a stationary,
mean square differentiable process. Such processes are
generated, for example, by passing a stationary mean square
continuous process (i.e., a process wi* h continuous
covariance functior -^ ) through a time : nvariant linear
filter. Thus, if the excitation pro,iss f
	
is mean
square continuous, we are assured that the stationary
y-process is mean square continuous. It is because of the
desired differentiability properties of the y-process
^.	 that we are ruling out the white noise type excitations




Nows	 re sulta	 a	
	 of the mean square differentiability
r
of the	 y-process the derivative operator in 2.2. 5 can be
ra
taken into the expectation operator to give




t) Yi(t) y s (t)) + sE ( yi(t) y8 -1(t) Y	 (t)} = 0	 (b)
In particular, it follows that for
	 r	 2	 in
2.2.6 a and	 r	 s = 1	 in 2.2.6 b we obtain




E(yi(t)	 y^(t))	 + E(yi (t) y j (t))	 =	 0	 (b)
The first equality in _equation 2.2.7 gtates the
well-known fact that a stationary process and its derivative
are uncorrelated at any given time.
	 We repeat that the
equations 2.2.7 do not hold if the excitation process is a
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Thus, on the basis of equations 2.2.6 and 2.2.7,
the identification of the parameter matrix A as given by
formula 2.2.2 reduces greatly in the stationary case. We




Y(t) + ay(t) a f(t)	 (2.2.8)
Upon multiplying 2.2.8 by y(t) and taking expecta-
tions, we find
E( y (t) i(t)) + aE(y2(t)) = E{f(t) y (t))	 (2.2.9)
However, from 2.2.7 a it follows that
a r E{f(t) y(t))	 (2.2.10)
My2(t))
For our estimate of a, therefore, one merely estimates











We consider here the somewhat more complex system
of coupled oscillators as shown in Figure II.
£(t)
Figure II
Assuming the masses to be unity, we may write the
equations of the system as,
z 1 (t) + C 1 [z 1 (t) - z 2 (01 + k 1 Cz 1 (t) - z 2 ( t)] = f(t)
.	 ;2.2.11)
z 2 (t) +. P, 2 z 2 (t) + k 2 z 2 (t) - C 1 [z 1 (t) - z2( t)]
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(2.2.12)
we :,gay rewrite 2.2.11 as the system
Y l (t) = Y2(t)
y 2 (t) = - C 1 CY 2 (t) - Y 4 (t)] - k l Cy l ( t) - y 3 (t)] + f(t)
Y 3 ( t ) = y4(t)
Y4(t) _ - C 2y 4 (t) - k 2 Y 3 ( t ) + c 1 C y 2 (t) - Y4(t)]
+ k 1 Cy l (t) - Y3(t)]
The second equation in 2.2,13 is multiplied by yl, Y2
and then averaged. The fourth equation in 2.2.13 is
multiplied by y 31 y4 and averaged. On the basis of




E{y 2 } + E{fy l } = -C l E {y ly 4 } + k l (E{y 2
 - E{yl y 3})





 E {y3} + C l E{y 2y 3 } + k l (E{y ly 3 } - E{y3})
0 = - C 2 E{y2)  + C l (E{y 2y 4 } - E{y2})
	+ kl E{ y ly 4}
The set of four linear algebraic equations, 2.2.14,
in the four unknowns are easily solved to determine the
parameters C l , k l , C 2 , and k2.
''hus, for example,
C 1	 =





- E{yly 4 }	 E {y2} + ^;{fyl}
k 	
=







- E{y ly 4 }	 E{yl} - E{ylY3}I
E(y 2 ) - C{y 2yy} - E{y2y3}
Similar equations yield C 2 , k 2 as well. We shall leave
the discussion of numerical results of this system for the
next chapter.
For the case of unknown mass, spring and damping
constants one must obtain one more set of moment equations
in order to obtain a solvable set of linear simultaneous
equations. We illustrate the problems that may occur in
the proper choice of the third moment equation by the
following simple oscillator.
Let us consider the case of the system given by
m y(t) + C y(t) + k y(t) = f(t)(2.2.16)
where m, C, k are all unknown.
Upon multiplying 2.2.16 by y, y and taking
expectations, we obtain equations analogous to those in
4.
our previous examples, as,
c r^
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m E(yy) + C E ( yy} + k E{y 2 } = E(fy)
(2.2.17)
m E ( yy ) + C E(y 2 ) + k E 6y} = E(fy}
By equation 2.2.7 a we can reduce these equations
to yield
- m E(y -J )	 + k E{y 2 } = E{ fy}	 (a)
(2.2.18)
C E { y 2 }	 = E{fyJ.	 (b)
However, we require one more equation. One might
consider multiplying 2.2.16 by y 2 , for example, and then
take expectations to yield
m E{y 2y} + 0 E{y 2y} + k 
E{y3} =	
E{fy 2 }	 (2.2.19)
A
where, by 2.2.6 a it follows that E{y2y} is identically
zero.
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But, in general.., in practice the excitation func-
tion will be a zero mean Gaussian random process. Hence,
Y, y, y are all Gaussian processes; each is a linear
opera'.- or of the input process f.
Thus, specifically one has,
t









y  _ - m
	




Thus, any third order moment in y, y, y will involve
moments of the form
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However, it is a well-known fact that all third order
moments of a Gaussian process are identically zero. Indeed,
all odd order moments of a Gaussian process are zero so that
equation 2.2.19 cannot yield any new information as all its
terms are zero.
Hence, if we cannot apply odd order moments to yield
our third equation., the next question. is: "What about
even moments?". Here, we get into trouble of a different
nature, as we now demonstrate. Let us, for example choose
m E {y 3y} + C E{y 3y} + kE { y4 }	 E(fy 3)
	(2.2.22)
as our third equation, again the term E{y 3y} is zero.
It is well known that the even product moments of zero
mean jointly distributed Gaussian random variables can be
evaluated in terms of the second moments. In particular
for Xl , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 jointly Gaussian, one has
E{X 1X2X 3X4 } = E{X 1X 2 } E {X3X41
+ E{X 1X 3 } E{X 2X 4 }	 (2.2.23)
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If we applj the identity 2.2.23 to the terms of equation
2.2.22 we obtain
E {y 3y} a 3 E{y 2 } E{yy}
E (y4)	 . 3 (E(y2))2
	
(2.2.24)
E(fy3 ) = 3 E{y 2 } E(yf )
Thus, equation 2.2.22 may be written as,
2
3 m E{y2) E(# . 2)  + 3 k (E{y 2 })	 = 3 E{y 2 } E{yf} (2.2.25)
We immediat?ly recognize that equation 2.2.25 is
equation 2.2.18 a multiplied by the factor 3 E(y2).
Hence, equation 2.2.22 yields no new information.
Again, if one chooses any even moment equation, it will
always reduce to a linear combination of the equations
2.2.18 for the zero mean Gaussian case.
Since, in practice, noise generators yield Gaussian
or near Gaussian processes, it will not be possible to
identify the three unknowns on the basis of moments
F	 ^
fxr!.a	 yf	 1 ^..g k,^	 tf^ 1x'h•ax	 Et"e^	 ':	 u^, i^
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obtained from equation 2.2.16 by multiplying by powers
Of y, y and averaging. however, if the noise process
used for excitation is definitely non-Gaussian, then one
can establish moments of the nature of those we have des-
cribed. We shall present data that displays this pheno-
menon in the next chapter. How then are we to obtain a
third condition for evaluating the unknown parameters? The
most obvious choice is to use the acceleration variable.
This is quite practical since, in general, it is the accel-
eratIon data that is actually obtained from experimental
tests.
Therefore, we can multiply equation 2.2.16 b y
 Y










M E{y 2 } + C E{ yy } + k E { yy } E {fy) (2.2.26)
Finally, the system of linear equations 'available
for parameter identification are given as, '
- m E( i 2 + k E{ y 2} s E { fy)
C My 	 E{fy}	 (2.2.27)
m E{y2}	 - k E{ y 2 }	 E{fy}
7^	 k r	 ^	 *	 It qq+'r ^'` ae 7^ 3^^^^t1^^t;	 ^n	
a ^ ^^^.fv x
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Thus, in order to identify linear systems by random
excitations, we shall construct moment eqL%ations by multi-
plying the coupled equations by the displacement, the
velocity and then the acceleration. We illustrate this
for the general one-dimen;,ional chain-like system as shown
in Figure I W.
Denoting the displacement, velocity, and accelera-
tion of the i th mass by x i , x i , x i , the equations of
motion for N masses in the chain are,
ml x l = fl - C1('1-x2) - k1(xl-x2)
m 2x ? = f 2 - C 2 (x 2 - x 3 )	 k2(x2-x3) + C1(xl-x2)
+ k1(xl-x2)
(2.2.28)
mNXN = f 14 - C
N xN - kN xN 
+ CIJ-1(xN-].-xN )
+ kN-1(xN-1-xN)
Upon multiplying the i th equation in 2.2.28 by
x i , x i , x i
 respectively, we obtain the following system
of parameter identification equations.




^ f{a	 ^tiw^,^di i
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m1E(x l x l }	 E(x 1 f 1 } - C1E(x1(xl-x2))
m lE(x l x l }	 E61f l } - C IE(x l (x l -x 2 ) )
m 1E(x 1 2 } = E {x 1 f l } - C1E(xl(xl-x2))






+ C 1E(x 2 (x l -x 2 ))	 + k1E{x2(x1-x2)}
m 2E{x 2 x 2 } = E {x 2 f 2 } - C 2E{x 2 (x 2-i 3 )} - k2E{x2(x2-x3)}
+CEx x-x ) +kEx (x 1- )
	
1 { 2 ( 1 2 }	1{ 2 1 2}
	t 	 m2E{x22} = E{x2f2}	 - C 2E{x 2 (x 2 -x 3 )} - k2E{x2(x2-x3)}
+ C1E{x 2 (x l -x 2 )} + k1E{x2(xl-x2)}
tl
etc.
Naturally, in the steady state case we can apply
the identities 2.2.7 in order to simplify further the




that the chain-like nature of the system 2.2.28 yields a
set of parameter estimation equations that can be solved
sequentially. Tr•1 15 , in 2 .2.29 we can solve for ml, Cl,
and k 	 from the first three equations, then substitute
these estimates in the next set of three equations to
yield estimates of m 2 , C 2 , and k 2 . This procedure may be
continued along the chain. 1-le shall amplify this in
Chapter IV on the details of computer simulation of the
various systems.
One obvious question that one must consider concerns
the errors that are made wheal the system Js not yet in the
stationary state. This is likely to occur when the damping
factor, C, is small relat've to the spring constant k.
We can easily illustrate the effects of an error that is
made in the estimated value E {yy}, say, for the sample
oscillator.
Let us assume the mass, m, is unity in the equation
2,2,16 fcr the simple one degree of freedom oscillator.
We assume C. k are unknown.

















^	 E {fy } - k E {yy } -E; {^y}C =
E{y }
(2.2.30)
k - E{fY} - C E{yy} - E {yy}
E{y }
where " ^" denotes estimate.
If k is very large relative to C, then a small
error in the estimate of E{yy} shall create a large error
in C. Thus, upon placing E{yy} equal to zero when it is
not quite zero can yield large errors in C. Indeed, the
k E; {yy} greatly dominates the E{yy} term. Hence a
small error in E{yy} will not affect the C as much.
The story is quite different for the estimate of
k, that is, k. The error in E{yy} by setting it equal
to zero has very little effect on k if C << k. Thus,
one would conclude that k could still be estimated
reasonably well by setting various of the second moments
equal to zero, even when this is in error due to the fact
that the system has not reached steady state yet. One would
also conclude that the damping coefficient estimate would
suffer greatly. This is exactly what was observed in our
simulation experiments as discussed in Chapter III.
When the system is in the steady sta g e, the estimates
obtained from simulations were quite acceptable.











1	 2.3 Deterministic Excitations
r
	
	 We shall ow concentrate upon the problem of identi-
fication of linear systems by means of deterministic excita-
tions of the Hype that are readily available in laboratory
test situations. The most common types of excitations that
can be generated in the laboratory are the purls sinusoidal
and the sweep sinusoidal oscillations.
In order to illustrate the approach one takes for
such a deterministic input, let us consider the simple
oscillator with a sinusoidal excitation.
Thus, consider
my + Cy + ky	 sin wt
	 (2,3.1)
We assume the system to be asymptotically stable in order
that the transients will die out. In this case, it is
equivaleL_ -o specify that bounded inputs yield bounded
outputs.

























for functions u(t) for which this operator exists.
Now on the basis of this operator, let us attempt
to identify the constants m. C. and k. We shall'multiply
equation 2.3.1 by y, y, y, respectively, and take
averages as defined by equation 2.3.4 to yield
m ^ yy + C	 LYY/ + k	 ^Y 2 i =	 o fY>
m < yyj + C	 <Y 2\ + k	 <yy <fy>
m < Y 2> + C	 > + k	 <'YY> _	 <6 >
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Y y > = 1im T	 Y(t) y(t) dt = lim 2T [y (t)I = 0 (2.3.6)T	 Z
U
where we have used the fact that the initial conditions are
zero and y(t) is bounded on the interval (0, m ) since the
excitation is bounded.
Therefore, we can in the same fashion determine that
< YY	 = 0
(2.3.7)
< yy) _ -<Y2>
It will follow that 2.3.5 can be written as,
- m 4, y2 ^ 	 + k < y2 > _ <fy>
C	 2^ 	 < fY>	 (2.3.9)
m < y 2 >	 - k <y 2 > _ < fy
The reader will recognize the equations 2,3.9 to be
identical to the parameter identification equations 2.2.27
except that the expectation operator in 2.2.?7 is replaced
by the time average operator as defined in 2.3.4,
I
1 ^ .j !	 3^f^f^'rt 3^^ ;y^ r 
^^y}^Y y}^ y^
,]',^^ t+^dY' kTS ^! ^iT+'iM .lhi`'r^''S^Cr3'^f j Z # ^a 3	 4 _
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However, there is a very significant distinction to
be made in the derivation of 2.3.9 as opposed to the derivation
of 2.2.27. In the derivation of 2.2.27 it was assumed that
the processes over which the expectations are applied are
stationary processes (at least up to the second moments).
This is guaranteed by our,aazump lions of a stationary pro-
cess input, into the system 2.1.1. where the constant matrix
A is a stability matrix. In that case, the steady state
solution is a stationary random process and equation 2.2.27
applies. On the other hand, the equation 2.3.9 did not
make use of the assumption of stationarity, or steady state,
for its derivation. This is a very significant point. In
fact, for the sinusoidal input case, if y s (t) -is the
steady state solution, we cannot identify all three con-
stants m, C. k. This can be illustrated very simply,in
the following fashiun. The steady state solution is given.
t m
YS(t) -	 H(t-T) sin wTdT =
	
H(T) sin w(t -T)dT
0
(2. 3.10)















M<'y s 2 >	 + k ^ys2>	 <fYS
1	 c < Y S >	 <fys
0	 m' y S 2 > 	- k ^ yS2 ^ 	 <fys)





where Q,^ are easily determined in terms of the integrals
H(T) sin WT d t.	 H(T) cos WT d T•
n	 o
Y S (t) = wQ cos (wt - ^)
(2.3.11)
y S (t) = - w 2 Q sin (wt - ^)












ys2 > = lim T W 








sin 2 (wt-m)dt =	 W2T♦W
0
(2.3.13)
The determinant of the linear system of equations
2.3,12 in the unknowns m, C, k is









since the third row is -w2 times the first row.
Hence, we cannot identify all three unknowns by
these equations in the steady-state case with sinusoidal
^^y ^ "fi i l^ ':y , ^^o 
^w




excitations. The reason is quite clear: y 
	 and its two
,lerivatives are not linearly independent of one another.
°
	
	 However, any two unknown parameters can be identified.
Thij will be illustrated in simulated examples in the
next chapter. Of course, this problem does not enter into
the random excitation case simply because the sample func-
tions and their derivatives are not linearly dependent.
Therefore, one would not expect to obtain linearly dependent
moments from the stationary random solution processes.
The equation 2.3.9 was obtained for a simple
oscillator. We can easily establish that similar equations
are possible in higher degree of freedom systems as well.
Thu	 tus, le us consider the general solution to the system
ddy( --t- )- = Ay(t) + f(t)
	 (2.3.15)dt
where A. y, f are defined in Section 2.1.
For zero initial conditions, the solution process
can be written as,
t
y(t) =	 e A(t-T) f(T) dT (2.3.16)
o
1" Y	 I	 ^x^^ (t f' x ° i ';i a sh	 dE	
a} r	 u	 p -.}Y
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Any component y i (t) of the state vector y can be given
by the integral
n	 t
y i (t)	 _	 I	 Hij(t-T) f i ( T) d ill	 (2.3.17)
,j =1	 0
where f (T) is the excitation at the j th driving point and
H ij (t-T) is the influence function or impulsc response
between the ,j th driving point and the i th state. From our
assumed stability live have,
OD
	
I H i { (T ) ( d T < 00	 for i, ,j z 1 3 ..., n (2.3.18)
0
We are assuming the f i (t) to be of the form	
4e
l
f  ( t )	 F  sin wi t	 (2.3.19)
Thus, it follows that yi and its derivatives are bounded.
In order to achieve equations of the form analogous




y ^^' 4 ' + +r ^;j^ a	 ^;br	 t	 .y	 i
I
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/yn( t 	 dyi(t) 	 dt	 0	 (8)
(2.3.20)





Yi(t)	 dt	 dt = lim T n+l	 yi+1 (T.) = 0 (a)T-ow 	T-* co
•o
1 ^T	 dyi(t)Tim T	 dt	 y^ (t) dt
. 1 0 	 (2.3.21)
I
T
3	 lim T y i (t) y i (T) -	 lim T








y i (t) ---it dt
(b)
In the derivation of 2.3.21 we have used only the fact
that the components y i (t) are bounded on (0, w ) and that
the initial condition: are zero. (This last condition is
clearly not a requirement for establishing 2.3.21.)
t
	





It was pointed out above that the steady state solu-
tion is not required for identification. We should now
notice another remarkable fact. That is, the requirement
of sinusoidal excitations is not basic in the derivations
above. All that is basic is that the system is stable in
the sense of bounded inputs yielding bounded outputs.
Therefore, all that we require is that a bounded function,
an function for that matter, is used for excitation pur-
poses. Thus, for example, a sweep sinusoidal or even a
damced sinusoidal function can lead, theoretically, to the
identification of the parameters of the system Even more
interesting, a sample excitation from a random process such
as those discussed in Section 2.2 will yield identification
on this basis. We must stop a moment and reflect upon this
last point.
Our whole approach to the identification of the un-
known parameters was originally motivated by the statistical
reasoning; as put forth in Section 2.2. Now we see that there
is perhaps a more fundamental point that underlies the pro-
cedure that we are proposing. We are led to think this way,
simply because we can establish the same technique for,
identification with any test excitation. Furthermore, it
appears that steady state properties are not required.
yF1T 	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^^^` 1 r i d^j' .'	 t...	 6
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There is, in fact, a more basic mechanism going on
,sere that subsumes all of the previous analyses of Section
2.2 and this section as special cases.
We illustrate this mechanism, again, with the
simple linear damped oscillator.




+ ky(t)	 =	 f(t)
	
(2.31.22)
Suppose we are able to observe the excitation,
the displacement, velocity and acceleration exactly at
three different instants t l , t 2 , t j . It would then
follow that 'we would have three equations,
MY  + Cy l + ky l = fl	 l
my 2 + Cy 2 + ky 2 = f2	 (2. 3.23)
Mj 3 + Cy 3 + ky 3 = f3







Hence, with only three observations, these equations,
if not sinGular, would lead to identification of the param-
eters. However, even if we can obtain simultaneous records
of the excitation, displacement, etc., we cannot expect to
achieve exact observations of the four quantities at any
given time.
Ineed, the observations would yield some error that
is cA" an independent random error type with zero mean.
That is, the observations would be of the form,
m( ^l + nll ) + C(y l + n12 ) + k(y l + n13) a fl + n14
m(y 2 + n21) + C(y2 + n 22 ) + k(y 2 + n23 ) = f2 + n24
	 (2.3.24)
m(y 3 + n 31 ) + c(Y  + n 32 ) + k(y 3 + n 33 ) = f 3 + n34
where the n's are independent, identically distributed
and E{nii }	 0.
But because the noise in the observations has mean
zero, it follows that
T
1	 r1(t)dt -> 0T
0
as	 T -+ co
d ixr^S` tz ^ ^ 1 ^ ry ^^rF1K 4°0^'^ '^	 y-x 1 ^ " };.;
	


















If we write the observed excitation and dynamit:al variables
as,
ti	 ti flu	 ti
f ( t ),	 Y( t ),	 Y( t ),	 Y(t)
then it will follow that






^Y( t )>	 Y(t)i
that is, the errors in observation will, so to speak, average
out to zero.
If /f(t)^	 is identically zero, then all terms in
2.3,25 will be zero. hence, directly taking a time average	 l
of ?.3.22 would nit yield a usable equation for identification
purposes. For this reason we will use, as before, time
averages of second powers for identification of linear
systems.
Hence, the actual identification equations that we
apply in the case of the linear c ystem "),3,22 are given as,
ti












y 2 (t) dt = T	 f(t) Y(t) dt
0	 0
T	 T






Y (t) y(t) dt = T	 f(t) y(t) dt
0	 0
T	 T





Y(t)y(t)dt = T j f(t)y(t)dt
0	 0
F V•ji y t 5 ^ _Xt ^R^^^^yC^^^{^ N 
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where the variables are all considered to be the observed
variables.
We wish to make it quite clear that eqvation 2.3.26
holds in	 deterministic.all cases, random or	 If	 f(t)	 is
a sample of a random process and
	 T	 is large enough, then
the averages can be replaced by expectation operators,
allowing a number of the terms to go to zero as we have
discussed before and follow the analysis of Section 2.2.
But, whether T is large or not, equations 2.3.26 will always
hold.	 As we shall see, they yield extremely accurate
parameter estimates.









1 T	 y l (0 6 1 (t)-y 2 (t))dt °k 1 T	 yl(t)(yl(t)-y2(t)kdt
0	 0
r	 ^^" t	
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C 1 T	 Y l (t)(y l (t)-y 2 (t))dt - k  T I y1(t)(yl(t)-y2(t))dt
0	 0
T	 T
m 2 T	 y 2 (t)y 2 (t)dt = T	 y2(t)f2(t)dt
0	 0
T	 T















We repeat that these equations hold for any T. In 3omes
cases many of the terms will be close to zero relative to
the other terms. This is especially so when the excitation
is a sample from a stationary process and the system is
operating in steady state. In that case, the analysis of
Section 2.2 will apply.
We also wish to repeat that equations 2.3.27 hold
iy	 for any excitation function as long as there is-an
appreciable magnitude of the output vector. This is quite
distinct from the analysis of Section 2.2 where the
stationary properties were significant.
In the next chapter we present the results of our
experiments on simulated systems using both the statistical
as well as the deterministic approaches to the identifica-
tion of the unknown parameters for a variety of systems.










Simulation studies were carried out for a number
of linear dynamical systems. Coupled oscillators of the
one-dimensional type as shown in Figure I (a) as well as
a two-dimensional system shown in Figure I (b) were simu-
lated and studied on the digital computer. For the cou-
pled oscillator case stu ,l.ies were made on two and five
mass systems. The most significant five mass system was
defined by mass, damping and spring constants provided by
NASA-Goddard. Inputs to the simulated systems were ran-,
dom as well as sinusoidal. The random excitations used
were of two types. One was generated on the computer
by passing white noise samples through a filter with
selected band pass properties. The other excitation pro-
cess was that taken from di ital tape records of noise
snerator sources as provided bg	 P	 Y NASA-Goddard. In the case
of sinusoidal excitations, both fixed frequency as well as
sweep frequency excitations were applied. In all cases,
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seen below, the estimated parameters are remarkably close
to the actual parameters. In the following
 sections we
present these results as well as various signif{.cantly chosen
cases to shed as much light as possible on the present
approach to the problem of identification. In Section 3.2
we shall present and discuss results based upon random
excitations. In Section 3.3 we present and discust) results
based upon sinusoidal excitation. In Section 3.4 we present
preliminary results related to the estimation of parameters
when only the excitation and acceleration data are known.
In such a case one must integrate the acceleration data to
yield the velocity up to an unknown initial constant. The
initial condition is then determined by a least squares
linear fit of the integrated acceleration data.
3.2 Identification of Simulated Systems One-Dimensional by
Random Excitations
Among the random excitation simulation experiments,
we have considered cases in which we achieve, for all prac-
tical purposes, a steady state condition so that equations
2.2.7 hold and can be applied to simplify the parameter
identification equations 2.2.29.
We have also considered the si l.ulation in which the
damping factors are small so thF,.L- the stationary solution
52
process has not developed. In that situation we merely
revert to the time average and apply all terms in the
equation 2.2.29. In all cases identification of the param-
eters is quite successful. We shall describe our results
in the experiments that follow.
Experiment I. The object of this experiment is to study
the effect of the transient period before observations are
taken.
For this case we consider a two mass chainlike
system whose dynamical equations are given by 2.2.28 with








 = 9,	 C 1 = 4, C 2 = 3	 ( ?.. 2.1)
Only one mass, ml; is driven. The simulation as well as the
sampling i^icervals are 0.05 sec. The number of samples used
for estimation is 2000, which is equivalent to an Identi-
fication period of 100 secs. The random excitation func-
tion is of the form
fl(ti) _
	 I	 a  WJ-i
	
(3.2.2)
^Fbw^,^+n. ^.,,	 yykN ^ayp
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where the (W^} is a sequence of independent zero mean
Gaussian random variables (white noise) and
a l 	 .1,	 a 2 = .2,	 a 3 	 .3,	 a^, = .4
a5 = ... = a10 = .5
The standard deviation of the white noise was chosen to be 30.
The simulation was initiated and observations were
taken for a period of 100 seconds commencing at 50 secs,
150 secs, etc. for five successive observation periods.
The parameters were estimated on the basis of the observa-
tions in the periods 50-150, 150-250, ..., 450-550. The
estimates are given in the following table.
Transient Interval Observation Starting At
Estimate 50 sec 150 sec 250 sec 350 sec 450 sec True
A
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Clearly, the estimct--^d parameters are excellent.
The variations are merely random variations and are not a
function of 'Ch? transient interval. This, of course, is
clue to the fact that after a period of 50 seconds, the sys-
tem is already in the steady state because of relatively
high ratio of critical damping.
it would appear that after the transients have died
out, observation can be started at an arbitrary time to
yield satisfactory estimates.
It is interesting to note that the average of these
five runs gives
ml = 1.0025
M ') = 1.0001
k 1 = 16.0381






which are very close to the true parameters.
Exe^r.iment II. The object of this experiment is to demon-
strate the variation in the parameter estimates when pass-
ing from transient state into steady state cond1tions. For
this experiment a two mass chainlike oscillato was used.
Hence, the system equatici-is, are identical. to „hose of
experiment I. The system parameters WE	 hosen as,
-x
	 y.
'1	 r(m s + 2 C s +	 k) 2
 -	 (L s + k)^ = 0 (3.2.3)
t ^'; ?aT.
ir^^ {e J:t' i	 : G^ pS" '^^,.'	 S5l tT	 h	 :. d
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M = ml = m 2
 = •707, C = C 1 = C 2
 = 50, k = k  = k 2
 = 1.5 x 105
For this system we have calculated !ill of its charac-
teristic numbers which are given by the roots of the poly::omial,
1
One finds the solutions to this characteristic
equation to be
	
( 3 - 3










The mode frequencies are approximately 53 c.p.s. and 140 c.p.s.
with corresponding damping factors approximately 26.8 and 185.
The system was excited by a random force generated
by passing; white noise samples through a band pass filter
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with center frequency 60 c.p.s. and effective band-width
(defined by location of 1/2 power frequency) 40 c.p.s.
Thus, the band has a range of 40 c.p.s. to 80 c.p.s.
This is generated by a system of the form
+ w 2 f = fix	 (3.2.5)
A description of the generation of these excitations is
given in Chapter IV. The sampling rate is 1600 samples/sec.
corresporidi:ig to approximately 11 samples per cycle of
highest mode frequency. Th
	 ta estimates of parameters were
taken from observations on the intervals 0 - C.4, 0.4 - 0.8,
0.8 - 1.2, and 0 - 0.8, 0.8 - 1.6 9
 1.6 - 2.4. The 0- 0.4
and 0 - 0.8 contain the transient intervals which are rela-
tively short with the present damping constants. The esti-
mates are given in the following table. Run number one and
run number two are excited by two different samples from the
excitation process.
The major features of these estimates are that they
vary in accordance with the variations of the estimates of
the moments that are used in the identification formulas.
Thus, the errors that are present are due, in part, to set-
ting those moments to zero, such as, E(ylyl), E(y2y2) etc.,
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occur in the interval o - 0.4 since in this interval the
transient period is roughly 1/3 of the interval length. Thus,
the errors are greatest for estimating "stationary" moments.
As we have stated in Section 2.2, these errors will be
reflected greatly in the damping constant estimates, and to
a. mush lesser extent in the spring constant estimates. This
is exactly what is shown in the first column of the table
above. Indeed, the spring constant estimates are uniformly
good as well as the mass estimates. The greatest variation
occurs in C. In run number one, we see an obvious change in
the accurac7 of the estimates after the interval o - 0.4
since then we are effectively in the steady state case. Due
to the increased length of intervals of observation, there is
a more definite change in the error of estimation from 0 - 0.4
to 0.4 - 0.8 than from 0 - 0.8 to 0.8 - 1.6 because the
transient period is a much smaller part- of the observation 	
1
period in 0 - 0.8. Thus, the variations in the estimates of
run number two can be considered as truly random variations.
Experiment III. In this experiment, which was performed at
an early stage of the study, a five mass chainlike system 	
I
was simulated with only the first mass being excited. The
input excitation is identical to the excitation used in
experiment I. The interval of simulation was .05 secs with
^v
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1.5000oses. The tran- sam les used for identification urp	 pu poses.
sient interval was chosen as 50 seas, 300 secs, 550 secs.
Thus, after the first 50 second transient interval succes-
sive runs of 250 secs were used for identification. The
results of the three runs are shown in Table III (a). We
denote the estimates for the three successive runs as m 1
A	 n	 n
mi (2), mi (3), ki (1), etc.
The first and third runs are quite acceptable as
estimates of the true parameters. However, the second set
A
does possess large estimate errors, especially for C i . Of
•	 e	 t	 ecourse, as we have already s en in Chap er II, we exp ct
errors to be greater in the damping constant estimates.
Part of the source of error here was traced to the way in
which the excitation was being simulated. A modification
in the simulation of the excitation, which was used in all
future simulations, brought the new estimations given here,
in Table III (b), only for the first run.
All estimates in Table III (b) are quite acceptable.
Of course, one should expect good estimates since the damping
is relatively high so that after a transient interval of
50 seconds the system is in steady state. 	 Furthermore, the
observation period is quite long.	 Hence, stationary mo-
ment estimates should be close to time estimates.
y
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Of course, this system with high damping factors
does not truly reflect actual structural systems in which
the damping ratio is very low. We, thus, considered a
system with parameters that are comparable to those found
in an actual structural system.
Experiment IV.	 In this experiment, we simulated a five
mass chainlike system as shown in Figure I(a) of Chapter II.
The system equations, again, are given by 2.2.213 with N a 5.
We based our estimations upon the assumption of steady state
with a statist:^cally stationary solution process so that
the various moments were set to zero as given by equation
2.2.7: The spring and damping constants were supplied by
NASA-Goddard as reflecting; the true parameter values of a
NASA-Goddard Five mass experimental model. The simulated
system was excited by the same function as in experiment
III, as well as by randomly generated excitations as pro-
vided on a tape recording supplied by NASA-Goddard. The
spectrum of the taped excitation is given by the following
figure.
The sampling frequency was 1400 c.p.s., a total of
42,000 samples were used, representing 30 secs of obser-
vation time. A typical set of estimates is given in the
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	mi	 ki	 ki	 Ci	 Ci
1 .667 .666 .930 x 10 6 .929 x 106 .900 18.519
2 .667 .667 .830 x 10 5 .829 x 10 5 1.900 3.513
3 .667 .666 .930 x 10 6 .929 x 10 6 .900 44.960
4 .667 .667 .830 x 10 5 .829 x 105 1.9oo —4.916






The very striking feature of this set of estimates
is that the spring constants and mass constants are ex-
tremely accurate, whereas the damping constant estimates
are not even close to the true values. Of course, we
recognize this to be a case where the damp:,ng constant is
extremely small a„d for all practical purp-)ses the damping
ratio is zero in view of the higt. sprin;^ rate. As we have
indicated in the analysis of Chapter II, we will expect
A	 A
	
large errors in C  and small errors in k
	
	 in this sit-
uation. As we see, the fact that C  << k i gives us almost
A
no effect on ki
 of an error in ^G i . It can only effect ki
in the fifth and sixth digits which are outside any prac-
tical significance.
x-	 The question is, why
A
in C  in the first place?
small that it simply takes
f	
to develop. Hence, we did
l-	 over the intervll used for
do we have such a great error
A
The reason is clear; C  is so
too 'Long for , the steady state
not observe the steady state
identification purposes.
Furthermore, applying lodger transient intervals before
observations were performed on the simulated system did
not appreciably help matters. Although mi , ki 	 were al.-
A
ways quite good, the C  were very poor.
It was 	 this point th t we applied the time va	 	 a	  i	 a erage
ideas as described by equations 2.3.27 of Chapter II in
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Experiment V. We prevent in this experiment, the results ()f
idtsntification of simulated five-mess chainlike system as riven
by equations 2.3.27 where the system is not in the steady
state due to the extremely small damping ratio. Simulated,
as well as tape force, inputs were used. Various sampling
rates and periods of observations were applied; these are
pri!!sented in the fallowing tables: V(a) and V(b). No tran-
sient interval was used. That is, observations for identi-
fication purposes were started at t s 0.
For this table, the force input was the taped exci-
tation provided by NASA-Goddard with spectrum as shown in
Experiment IV.	 The sampling frequency was 1400 c.p.s. with
10 secs, 20 secs, and 30 secs used for observation intervals
A	 n n
all starting at t = 0.	 mi (1),	 k i (1), C1 (1)	 corresponds
to 10 second observation interval, similarly for 20 secs
and 30 secs.	 The most obvious femt lare of Table V (a) is
the remarkable accuracy of the estimates. This appears
to be independent of the length of the observation interval
in this case.	 But	 we do notice, that even at 10 secs, we
are taking 14,000 points for identification purposes which
is a large number of observations.
Table V (b) shows the results of identification
for exactly the same system and same excitation as in
Table V (a)(	 ) exceptP that the taped excitation was Sampled asP	 p
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700 c.p.s. rather than the previous 1400 c.p.s. to determine
the significance of the sampling rates. 	 Thus, the system
was simulated at an interval of .00143 secs.
	
Table V (b)
shows these results for 10 second observation time.	 Again,
the identification observations commence at t = 0.
AWe notice a slight change in the accuracy of the Ci;
A	 n
however, m 	 and k 	 do not appear to be affected by this
change in sampling rate.
The following table, V (c), shows the parameter iden-
tification, of the linear system, all of whose parameters
are taken from the five-mass 13ASA-Goddard system. 	 The
spring and damping constants are the same as in Tables V (a)
and V (b).	 The only change is the mass parameter, which
is .052 instead of .667.	 Thus, the natural frequencies
of this system are somewhat higher than in the previous
cases.	 Upon simulation at 1400 samples per second, quite r
a bit of error in the estimates were present.	 It was felt
that the simulation rate was not large enough to account
for the frequency range of this new system which had gone
up about 3.5 times.
	
Thus, it was decided to raise the
simulation rate to 5000 c.p.s. and make a time scale
change on the taped input excitation to account for this
new sampling rate. Therefore, effectively, the excitation
was at a higher frequency range than in real time.
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The two sets of estimates are accomplished by the taped
input force with the time scale change for 1 second and 2
seconds observation intervals starting at t $ 0.
We see in Table V (c) that the 2 second estimates of
C  are better than the 1 second estimates. Longer obser-
n
vation times will undoubtedly yield extremely accurate Ci.
A
Again, m  and k  are uniformly excellent.
We can summarize all of the results in this section
by stating that if it is reasonably established that the
.n system is in steady state operation, then Equation 2.2.7
may be applied to reduce the number of constants in the
identification equations. However, if there is any doubt
or merely in order to be somewhat more confi rl ent of the
estimates, it appears that the time average equations
2.3.27 will always give good estimates without waiting for
the transients to die out. Of course, if transients have
effectively disappeared, the moments that should reduce to
zero will be effectively zero upon estimation. The fre-
quency range of the excitation does not appear to be a
factor. However, the time of observation is certainly
m a factor as well as the sampling rate. A rough figure
ihat can probably be adhered to is 5 - 10 samples per cycle
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1	 The lowest frequency should be observed for 5 - 10 cycles
as well. These could be approximated by observation on the
oscilloscope during the period that identification tests
are being conducted. This was made quite clear during
Experiment V where the sampling interval had to be changed
due to the higher frequency range of the system with smaller
mass.
In the next section, we shall see how these points
are reflected in identification by sinusoidal excitations.
3.3 Identification of Simulated One Dimensional Systems
by Sinusoidal Excitations
Experiment I. In this first experiment, we present the
results of identification studies of the same system de-
scribed in Experiment '!I of Section 3.2. In this case,
the simulated system was excited at these distinct fre-
quencies: 20 c.p.s., 60 c.p.s
.
., and 160 c.p.s. with ampli-
tude 20. The sampling rate was 1600 c.p.s. which is approx-
imately 11 samples per cycle of the highest mode frequency of
the system which is 140 c.p.s. The low mode is approximately
53 c.p.s. Hence, we see that the three excitations lie below,
in between and above the system's natural frequencies. Fori	 each excitation the observation intervals were .05 secs,
..3.^.F. P 	,^	 -..^	 3 }	 , s' ^' L	 -. ^ ^ *^	 w t^ ilt p ^^^F^J	 ^ E „^-N^.ar^ ^t^'^ x y P  t	 ; m 4 r P a r ^ "-.S.	 '
t ";	 9 u	 d" % akY	 i	 ' ^	 r ^ ^	 fx	 T^ '{{ r ays	 ^+f ir' ^.'^x °H 
^ffk fu.^	






.1 sec, .2 sec, .4 sec, .6 sec, .8 sec, 1.0 sec, all
starting at t n 0. For the lowest mode, this represents
2.5 cycles, 5.3 cycles, 10.6 cycles, etc., up to 53 cycles,
or 80 samples, 160 samples, etc.
The results of these estimates are given in tables
VI (a), (b) and (c). The estimates are given by equation
2.3.27 for N w 2.
Needless to say, the estimations presented in Tables
VI (a), (b), and (c) are extremely monotonous. They are,
in fact, monotonous to four and five place accuracy! Only
in the sixth and seventh places does one detect significant
differences.
It is obvious that the transient period is still in
effect during the entire period over which we are performing
the parameter identifications since the estimates are ex-
cellent for every estimation interval up to 1.0 sec. This
is reflected in the estimates for the random case of Ex-
periment II, Section 3.2, where it was clear that the
extimates were better in the periods .8 sec on to 2.4 secs
(except for random fluctuations which one must expect
when setting various of the moments to zero).
In the next section, we illustrate an example of
how the transient periods and steady state periods affect
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Expe_r_Lment II. In Section 2.3 of Chapter II we presented an
analysis of the identification technique for sinusoidal ex-Y	 9
citations when the system is in steady state. It was shown there
that one cannot expect to identify all three unknown param-
eters m, k, and C in the steady state since the steady state
soluti ,,^ n under sinusoidal excitation will not yield sufficient
m linearly independent equations for identification p urposes.p	 4	 A A
We illustrate this with the present experiment. We take a
^d




The damping was chosen high in order to put the system into
the steady state condition relatively rapidly. Both 10 c.p.s.
i
and 100 c.p.s. sinusoidal excitations were applied. Estima-
tions were taken over an interval of 1 sec. The first
observation period was 0.0 - 1.0 sec, the next 1.0 - 2.0 secs,
then 2.0 - 3.0 secs, etc. Thus, the transient period before
observation was taken was 0.0 sec, 1.0 sec., 2.0 secs, etc.
The sampling Interval for simulation and estimation purposes
was .001 second for the 10 c.p.s. excitation and .0005 second
for 100 c.p.s. excitation. We shall show the variations in
estimates of all three unknowns over 0.0 - 1.0 sec and 1.0 -
2.0 secs for 10 c.p.s. and 100 c.p.s. excitations as well as
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Tables VII (a) (b)	 show a very(c) and (d)	
dramatic difference in going from transient to steady state
intervals in attempting to identify the unknown parameters.
^	 In Tables VII (a)and (c), the first transient interval produces
excellent estimates, whereas in the very next interval the
•	 estimates completely fall apart. The are in no way relatedP	 Y	 P	 Y	 Y
to the actual parameter values. Stet,
Tables VII W& (d) the C  and k  are
estimation periods. The reason, as w,
Chapter II, is that the equations for
-singular in the steady state case for
with the mass known in
excellent during both
e have developed in
estimation become
three unknowns. But
they are not singular for two unknowns. Thus, the estimates
will break down as shown, for three unknowns, in passing from
primarily transient to primarily steady state conditions.
This experiment shows quite clearly that in order to
identify
	 Yall unknowns b sinusoidal excitations it is
important chat the system be in the transient state.
'	 Experiment III. In this experiment we simulate the NASA-
Goddard five-mass system as in Experiment III of Section 3.2.
The excitation is 	 sinusoidal with frequency 70 c.p.s.
78
The system is sampled at 5000 c.p.s. Each run starts
the observations at t s 0. The observation period is
0.0 - 2.0 secs, 0.0 - 4.0 secs. The results are shown in
Table VIII. These estimates are very accurate, which
clearly establishes the importance of the sinusoidal exci-
tation for identification purposes.
Experiment IV. Since it was stated in Section 2.3 of
Chapter II that it appears possible to identify with almost
any "suitable' excitation function, it was decided that
we should generate such an excitation for purposes of
identification. It seemed reasonable that an excitation
than could easily be achieved in the laboratory was the
logical choice for identification. Thus, we generated
a sweep sinusoidal excitation of the form
f1 (t) = A sin at 
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The sampling interval for simulation and estimation
was 0.0014 secs. All observations commenced at t a 0.70
secs in order for the frequency to become reasonably large.
We shall show the results of four runs of duration 3.92 secs,
9.80 secs, 13.72 secs, and 19.60 secs corresponding to 2800
samples, 7000 samples, 9800 samples, and 14,000 samples,
respectively. The results are shown in Table IX.
The results of this experiment show that identification
can be suitably accomplished by functions other than pure
sinusoids or random excitations.
.4 Identification of Multi-Dimensional Systems
It was found desirable to demonstrate that the proposed
identification technique is not dependent upon the fact that
the system to be identified was a one-dimensional system.
	 Y
The system shown in Figure I (b) of Chapter II was considered.
The equations of motion are given in NASA Technical Note t
TN D-3865 "Mechanical Impedance Analysis for Lumped Parameter
Multi-Degree of Freedom/Multi-Dimensional Systems" by F. J.
On, May 1967.
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+ 2(C 2+C 4 ) x2 - 2C 4 x 5 + 2(k 2+k 4 ) x 2 - 2k 05 = f 2
I lx3 + 2(C lb 2+C 2a2+C 3 c +C 42 e 2 )x
3
 - 2(C3cd+C4e2)x6
+ 2(klb 2+k 2a 2+k 3 c 2+k 4 e 2 )x 3 - 2(k 3cd+k 4e 2 ) x 6 = f3
m x - 2C x + 2C x - 2 k x + 2k x= f24	 31	 34	 31	 34	 4
m 2x5 - 20x 2 + 2C 4 x
5 




I 2x6 - 2(C 3c d+C 4 e 2 )x 3 + 2(C 3d 2+C 4e )x6
- 2(kfd+k 4 e 2 )x 3 + 2(k3d2+k4e2)x6 
= f6
The constants a, b, c, and d represent the various vertical
and horizontal distances between the two-mass centers and the
spring-damper components.
The system parameters supplied by Mr. F. On of NASA-
Goddard are as follows.	 4
t




m	 m	 .26,	 I	 I= 70,	 k	 k= 105,1	 3
i^ 5k 2 	k 4 = 4 x 10	 ,	 C l = C 3 = 10.0 2 C2 = C 4 	20.0,
a	 10 ins,	 b = 20 ins,
	
c = 15 ins,
	
d = 6 ins,	 a	 12 ins
This system was simulated and driven by random excita-
tions as well as sinusoidal excitations.	 The system was
simulated and sampled at intervals of .0005 secs.	 Observations
commenced at t = 0 and were made at intervals of 0.0 - 1.0 secs
and 0.0 - 2.0 secs. 	 In the random case	 f4 , f5 , and f6 were
independent random excitations generated as previously by
passing white noise through a filter to yield a process with
spectrum having center frequency 70 c.p.s. and bandwidth 20
c.p.s.
	 Furthermore,	 fl , f2 , and f 3	 were identically zero.
For the sinusoidal case	 fl, f 2 ,, 	 f 3	 again were zero,
`f	 f	 and f	 were g iven as,,4'	 5-9	6	 g
I _'
f4 = 25 sin 100 n t,	 f5 = 25 sin (100 n t +)
L
f6 = 25 sin (100 n t + j 7r ) .
The results are presented in tables X (8) and (b)
first for random then for sinusoidal excitations.
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Again, to the first few places, the estimated param-
eters are identical with the actual system parameters. It
is only at the fifth and sixth places where deviation occurs.
Clearly, multidimensional systems give no problems
for identification as long as it is merely a problem of
parameter identification with known structure.
3.5 Identification Using Only Acceleration Data
It was hoped that we could present a comprehensive
study of the problem of parameter identification by the pro-
posed method when only acceleration data is available.
This, in a sense, is very important to establish since, in
i
1
general, acceleration data is the most commonly recorded.
Velocity and displacement data are not usually present in
vibrations recordings. For the proposed scheme acceleration
data alone is not sufficient for identification purposes.
Thus, it was thought desirable to determine how well we can
identify by integrating the acceleration data in order to
obtain velocity as well as displacement data and accomplish
identification on the basis of these calculated data. This








present research project. Part of the problem that exists
here is that the initial values of the velocities and dis-
placements are unknown so that one has to remove home typc of
trend in order to satisfy, for example, that the mean values
should be zero. Upon attempting two integrations and two
trend removals, the estimated parameters obtained possessed
large errors. As there was insufficient time remaining in
order to resolve these problems as well as the many other
problems Uiat came up during the course of this research,
we decided to present a simple example in which only one
integration of the acceleration is required and the initial
value of the velocity is known so that no trend removal is
required. This example does give credence to the approach
and opens doors for future investigations.
The system chosen for simulation is
x(t) + 30 x(t) + 900 x(t) = f(t)
	
(3.5.1)
For this system the darnp ig ratio is 112, so that
we can expect the transient to last but a few cycles. We are
especially interested in *he steady state here for it will
allow us to identify k and C on the basis of acceleration
and velocity data alone. The excitation was a random func-
tion with spectrum as shown in Experiment IV of Section 3.2.
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Based upon the assumption of stationarity we can
apply the following equations for identification
E 
	 ) + 30 E ( ii) + 900 E(xx)	 E(fx )
(3.5.2)
• ..	 . 2
E(xx) + 30 E(x ) + 900 E { xx)	 E(fx)




900 E {X2 } =	 E (fx )
(3.5.3)
30 E{x 2 } n 	E(fx)
Therefore, identification is accomplished on the basis of
velocity and acceleration data alone.
The sampling frequency was 140 c.p.s. The periods of
observation were taken on successive intervals of 5.96 secs
duration. This corresponds to 835 samples used for parameter
estimaticn purposes.
The results of this parameter estimate are shown in
the following table, XI.
Naturally, we feel quite encouraged by the success of
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much remains to be accomplished before we can apply our









k	 900.0	 k	 860.0
	 860.0	 886.0	 900.0
A
C	 30.0





COMPUTER SIMULATION AND IDENTIFICATION
4.1 Computer Techniques
In order to verify numerically the proposed identifi-
cation technique, the chain-like system shown in Figure I-a
and described by equation 2.2.28 is simulated, necessary
moments are computed and the system parameters are estimated
on an IBM 7094 computer system. The operations performed by
the computer can clearly be divided into three distinct
functions:
a. Simulation of the system
b. Estimation of the moments
c. Estimation of the system parameters
A description of the computing method used in each case follows.
Simulation of the System
When a computer is used to simulate a system, it is
actually programmed to integrate, with respect to time, the
set of differential equations describing that system. In
this case, equation 2.2.28 is rewritten into a set of first-





X1 . Yl '
	
Xl " Y2
X2 " y 3
	X2 s Y4
(4.1.1)




C	 k	 fdy 2	 y 	 1 (y -y ) - 1 (Y -y ) + 1
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dy2n	 Cn	 kn	 C n-1+ —dt	 i2n	
mn 




(y2n-3-y2n-1 ) 	 Mn
or in a more compact notation
dg(i'l
wherein
 i  this case is a linear function of
	 and F. # k J
The operation performed by the computer in the inte-
gration of the set of differential equations consists of two
parts, the generation of the derivative functions, namely
	 J
I
g(js F) and the integration with respect to time. The flow






A fourth-order Runge-Kutta technique of integration
is used to produce tabulated values of the computer integral
at equal time interval H. This is a single-step method in
which the value of Fn and Fn at t n a nH is used to com-
pute Yn+1 at ttl + 1 n (n+l)H. The-relevant formulas are:





H. g ( Yn, Fri , tn)
S	 H g (Y + S0 , Fn ♦ Fn+1 , t + H)
	
1	 n 2	 2	 n
J
S = H. g ( y +!_1 , 
F
^. F-- n+l , t + ! )
	2	 n	 2	 2	 n	 2
S3 : H. g (Yn + S22 Fn+l ' t o+ l )
Estimation of the Moments
The moments as coefficients of the simultaneous equa-
tions in equation 2.2.29 for solving the system parameters
mi x Ci s ki , i=1 to 5 are estimated from equally-spaced
samples of the system response functions generated in the•
process of simulating the system.
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The least square estimate of a moment such as uxz = E[xz]
from N duplets {x i , z i I, i=1 9 2,...N is simply
N
A
u xz	 9 1 xizi
i•1
Estimation of the System Parameters
The set of simultaneous equations for estimating the
system parameters is given by equation 2.2.29. They can be
expressed in matrix notation sequentially for each ith mass,





where Pi is the unknown system parame:ar vector of the ith



































The coefficient matrix Ai for i n l to 4 is
y 21-ly2i ' (y 21-ly 2i-y 21-ly 2i+2 )9(y2i-1 -Y2i-ly 21 1)
Ai s I Y 21 y2i ' (y 21 -3'2iy2i+2 )
 ' (Y21-ly2i-y2iy2i+l)
Y 21 ' (Y 21 y2i-Y2iy 2i+2 ) ' (y 21-ly2 -y 2 y + )i	 1211
and for i•5
Y 9Y 10	 Y 9Y 1Q , Y9 2
•	 2
A 5	 y10y10 ' Y10 ' Y9ylo
.	 2
Y10 ' Y 10y10 ' Y10y9








and for i=2 to 5 is
	 No 1.11
(y21-2y2i-1-y2i-ly2i ) Ci-1 + (y 21-3y2i-1-y2i-1 ) ki-l+y2iy 1
r
B  =	 (y 21-2y 2i -y2i ) C1-1 + (y21-3y2i -y 2i . ly 2i ) ki-1+y2i
(y 21-2y 2i-y 2ii2i ) Ci-1 + (y 21--3y 2i -y2i-1y2i ) ki-1 +y21fi
Notice that the vectors B  for i=2 to 5 are func-
tions only of the previous (i-1)th system parameters. Instead
of solving 15 equations simultaneously, each A i Pi = B  is
used to solve for the unknown vector Pi sequentially from
i=1 to i=5.
4.2 Computer Program Abstract I
a) This program simulates the one-dimensional chainlike
lumped parameter spring-mass-dashpot system whose equations
of motion are given by equation 4.1.2. From the simulated








yJ , J ul to 2N and the system inputs Fi g
 i*1 to NF, the
second moments or time averages of ^ ,-- YJ ^—g	 Y J Yk , Y J Yk , Y J , iY2i-1,
Fi^, and 
Fiy2i are computed and the system parameter trip-
lets (mi , kip Ci ), i=1 to N are estimated.
b) Outputs from this program include:
1) Sample moments or time averages of y yk; J ul to 2N,
i
k=J , ... (J+3) or ?N;	 Y j Yk ; J u l to 2N, k•(J-3)
or 1, ... ( J+3) or 2N;	 yy; J u l to 2N;
Fiy^, Fiy2 and Fiy21 ; i=1, ... NF.
2) Sets of simultaneous equations for solving each
system parameter triplet (m i , ki , Ci ) and
simultaneous equations for solving each duplet
(ki e , Ci e ) with mi given for i=1 to N.
3) Tabulation of the true parameters (m i , kip Ci)
against the corresponding estimated parameters
(m 
it 
ki , Ci ) and (ki e , Ci e ) for i=1 to N.
c) 7jimitation of this program*
1) N. the number of mass, is limited to 10 (N s 10).
2) NF, the number of input forcing functions, is
limited to N (NF 1 N).i
1
1
*Maximum number of masses is arbitrary and is
spccified by dimension statement.
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11)	 OAURN (if random input is desired)
The descriptions for these subroutines are given in
section 3.
Input Cards
a)	 Degree of Freedom Card
Col. 1-2	 N - Number of mass for the chainlike system
(N	 10)
b)	 System Parameter Card(s)
A card is used to specify each system parameter trip-
let	 (mi , ki , C i ).	 N cards are then needed, and they should
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Col. 1-10 CM(I) - Floating point constant for the ith
mass coefficient
Col. 11-20 CK(I) - Floating point constant for the ith
spring coefficl at
Col. 21-30 CC(I) - Floating point constant for the ith
damper coefficient
c) Number of Input Card
Col. 1 - 2 NF - Number of input forcing functions
d) Input Forcing Characteristics Card(s)
A card is used to specify each input forcing ft}nction
characteristics. NF cards are needed and they should be
arranged consecutively from I=1 to NF.
Col. 1 - 5 FOST(I) - Amplitude of the sinusoid input
to ith mass, or standard deviation of the white noise
input to a band-pass filter whose output is the input
to ith mass of the system.
Col. 6 -10 FW(I) - Frequency (cps) of the sinusoid
input to ith mass, or center frequency (cps) of the
band-pass filter for the ith input
I	 Col. 11-15 FB(I) - Phase shift (in degrees) with
respect to t = 0 of the sinusoid input to ith mass,I	 I	 or bandwidth of the band-pass filter.
f
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e) Simulation Specification Card
Col. 1 - 5 FREQ - Sampling frequency for simulation of
1.
the system. The simulation interval is then 1/FREQ.
Col. 6 -'! NI - Number of samples to be simulated
before samples are taken for estimation of the
moments and the system parameters.
Col. 11 -15 NO - Number of samples ( after initial NI
samples) to be used for estimation of the moments
and the system parameters.
Col. 16 -20 K - Only every kth sample ( after initial
NI samples) of the equally-spaced samples are to be
used for estimation of the moments and the system
parameters.
Col. 21 -25 NORUN - Number of successive times the
I'	 moments and the system parameters are to be estimated.
Col. 26-30 INIT - Control index for how the samples are
taken for each successive estimation of the momerts
and parameters.
If INIT < 0, successive NO samples ( after the initial
NI samples) taken at every kth sample are to be used
for estimation of the moments and the parameters.
If INIT = 0, system is reinitialized each time, NO
samples ( after initial NI samples) taken at every
j
	
	 kth sample are used for estimation of the moments and
parameters.




If INIT > 0 after initial NI samples) NO samples(	 p	
are used commulatively each time; that is, NO, then
s:
2 x NO, ..., then NORVN x NO samples are success-
ively used for estimation of the moments and parameters
f) Repeat a to a for a different choice of system param-
eters as many times as desired. A blank card after
e will cause a stop.
Description of Supporting Subprograms
a) RKD (DERSUB, FORSUB, M, NF, H. TI, YI, FOS, K, N, F,
VAL, VIAL, Y)
This Fortran subroutine generates the solution to a
set of M simultaneous first-order, ordinary differential
equations by the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method of
integration. Where
DERSUB - Name of the external subroutine used to compute the
derivatives.
FORSUB - Name of the external subroutine used to generate the
input forcing functions.
M	 - Number of equations for expressing the system.
NF	 - Number of input forcing functions
H	 - Step size for integration
TI	 - Initial value of T
I
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YI	 - Initial values of Y. an array of M
FOS - Initial values of P. an array of NF. Destroyed in the
process and replaced by the final value of F.
K	 - The desired number of st^ps of size H between values
of the integrals to be stored in VAL, values of the
derivatives to be stored in DVAL and the values of the
input forcings to be stored in F.
N	 -- The number of values to be stored in VAL, DVAL and F.
The final value of T will be TI + (N*K*H).
A matrix of NF by N containing the values of input
forcing functions generated by the external subroutine
FORSUB.
VAL - A matrix. of M by N containing the integrated
values of the M derivatives generated by DERSUB.
DVAL -- A matrix of M by N containing the derivatives
generated by the external subroutine DERSUB.
P	 Y	 -• The final integrated values of the M derivatives,
an array of M.
b) DERSUB (T, VAR, FS, M. NF, DER)
This Fortran subroutine computes the derivatives given
by equation 4.1.2 for the integration subroutine RKD, where
DER(I); I=1,M are derivatives of VAR(I), I=1,M with respect







vector of length NF). This subroutine describes the dynamics
of the system; therefore, a different system can be simulated
by simply using a corresponding subroutine DERSUB that describes




C) FORSUB (T, FOS, NF)
This Fortran subroutine generates the input forcing
functions to the system for the integration subroutine RKD,
where FOS(I), I=1,NF are the values of the input forcing
functions at time T. A subprogram for sinusoidal input and
another subprogram for random input are included. The user
I	 can use either one as desired, and only one is to be used at
a time.
The random forcing function fi is generated by
passing a white noise sequence (simulated by subprogram
RANDPK) through a bandpass digital filter with center frequency
w  and bandwidth B i . The corresponding continuous filter can
be described by the differential equation
f i
 2+ Bi fi + w i f. = Bix
^: a '^
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which will yield the following recurrence formula for the
digital simulation








A2 - - e
wd
	wit - 812/4
and H is the simulation interval
	 J
d) PAMSQT ( A, NV, NO, M, SQ, SUM, ID)
This Fortran subroutine computes either sums and
sums of products of two variables or averages and averages
of products of two variables from a set of sample vectors.
Where
A	 - Sample matrix NV by NO of a set of vectors.
NV - Number of variables or length of vector
NO - Number of samples
a	 . ,^	 `. h s. ^' ^ ^^	
i{"
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M - Number of adjacent variables M NV - 1 for^	 ( ^	 )	 r 
products of two variables. Y(J) * Y(L) where IL - J11 M.
SQ - Sums or averages of products of two variables Y(J) * Y(L),
J u l, NV; L=J, (J+M) or NV, a matrix of (M+1) * NV -
.	 (M * (M+1))/2.
SUM Sums or averages, a vector of length NV
ID - Control index
ID = 0 computing sums and sums of products
ID 0 computing averages and averages of products
e) Subroutine }ASQ (A, B, NV, NO, M, ASQ, AB, IFLAG)
This Fortran subroutine computes either sums or
averages of products cf variables between two sets of vectors
i
and squares of one set of vector. Where
`	 A - Sample matrix of NV by NO of one set of vectors
B - Sample matrix of NV by NO of another set of vectors
NV - Number of variables or length of vector
NO - Number of samples
M - Number of adjacent variables (M s NV - 1) for computing
products of variables from the two sets of vectors
Y(J)	 * Z(L), 1 or (J - M) s L s (J + M) or NV.
ASQ
-- Sums or averages of squares of variable of the vectors






- Sums or averages of products of one variable of
vectors stored in A and another variable of vectors
stored in B. Y(J) 4^ Z(L), J=l,NV. A matrix of
(2 * M + 1) * NV - M
	 (M + 1) .
IFLAG - Control index IFLAG t 0, compute sums
IFLAG # 0, compute averages
f) Subroutine XMONT3 (A, NP, B, C l
 NBC, N0, XM, ID)
This Fortran subroutine computes sums or averages of
products between variable of one vector and variable of two
other vectors. Where
A - Sample matrix of NA by NO of one set of vectors
NA - Number of variable or length of vector stored in A
B - Sample matrix of NBC by NO of another set of vectors
C - Sample matrix of NBC by NO of the third set of vectors
NBC - Number of variables or length of vector stored in B and C
NO - Number of samples
XM - Sums or averages of products of variables
AM * B(2J -1);	 A(J)	 * B(2J) and	 A(J)	 * C(2J)9
J =1 9 NA
ID - Control index
ID = 0 computing sums





g) Subroutine LOC2 (L, J, LJ, NV, M)
This Fortran subroutine computes a vector subscript
for an element in a symmetric matrix where only M elements
from the diagonal elements of the upper (or lower) triangular
matrix are stored in a vector. To illustrate the storage
mode, Figure V shows the vectors subscripts for elements in
a 6 x 6 matrix where only 2 Elements from the diagonal
elements are stored.
1 2 3 0 0 0
2 4 5 6 0 0
3 5 7 8 9 0
0 6 8 10 11 12
0 0 9 11 13 14
0 0 0 12 14 15
Figure V
Storage Mode
L - Row number of element or (J-M) <- L < (J+M) or NV
J - Column number of element
LJ - Resultant vector subscript
NV - Number of columns in matrix





h) Subroutine LOC3 (L, J, LJ, NV, M)
This Fortran subroutine computes a vector subscript
for an element in a matrix where only M adjacent elements
from the diagonal elements are stored in a vector. To
illustrate the storage mode, Figure VI shows the vector
subscripts for elements in a 6 x 6 matrix where only two
adjacent elements from the diagonal elements are stored.
1 4 8 0 0 0
2 5 9 13 0 0
3 6 l0 14 18 0
0 7 11 15 19 22
0 0 12 16 20 23
0 0 0 17 21 24
Figure VI
L - Row number of element 1 or P-M) <- L < (J+M) or NV
J - Column number of element
LJ - Resultant vector subscript
NV - Number of column
M - Number of adjacent elements from the diagonal elements
that are stored
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i) COEF (J, N, NF, SQ, DYSQ, YDY, XM, EC, EK, As B)
This Fortran subroutine computes the coefficients for
the three simultaneous equations in solving the Jth system
parameter triplet (mi. k J , C, ) . Where
J	 - Number of the system parameter triplet to be solved
N	 - Number of mass (or degree of freedom) of the one-
dimensional chainlike system
NF	 - Number of input forcing functions
SQ	 - Averages of products of the system dynamical outputs
DYSQ - Averages of squares of the derivatives
YDY	 - Averages of products of the system dynamical cutputs
and the derivatives
XM	 - Averages of products of the system input and the
dynamic outputs
EC	 - Previously estimated damping coefficient of the
(J-1)th system parameter triplet
EK	 - Previously estimated spring coefficient of 'the (J-1)th
system parameter triplet
A	 - A 3 x 3 matrix containing the left-hand side coeffi-
cients of the equations.




J) RLMTX (A, NR, NSYS, MARK, DET, INOPT)
This Fortran subprogram evalutes the determinant of
a matrix A with real elements and at the user's option finds
the inverse or solves one or more simultaneous systems. Where
NR - Irder of matrix A
NSYS - Number of simultaneous systems to be solved if the
system solving option is chosen. 	 Otherwise, NSYS is
irrelevant.
MARK - Singularity indicator. 	 If .nark = 1 on return to
m
	
the matrix	 i	 singular.calling progra	 	
	
A	 s	 r	 	
DET - Determinant of A
INOPT Option flag
= 0 for determinant evaluation only
_ -1 for system solving option
+1 for inverse option
A - Array name of the augmented matrix C/B.	 The sub-
routine is compiled with the dimension A(j,b). 	 This
dimension must be changed if it is inconsistent with
the dimension of A in the calling program.	 A must
be at least dimension
1)	 (N by (N+NSYS)) for the system solving option
2)	 (N by 2N) for the inverse option
If the system option is chosen, the known vectors b
of (Ox = b) must be stored in the (N+1)st through




(N+NSYS) column of A (i.e., must constitute the (N by NSYS)
matrix B). The solution vectors will be returned in these
same columns.
If the inverse option is chosen C
-1 
will be returned
in B. The original matrix C is destroyed (on return C
will contain the triangularized matrix).
k) RANDPK (Entry names GAURN, EXPRN, and FLRAN)
This MAP function subprogram generates pseudo-random
numbers and includes three entry points for three different
distributors, Gaussian (normal), Exponential or Rectangular
(uniform). The function names are GAURN, EXPRN, and FLRAN
corresponding to Gaussian, exponential, and rectangular,
respectively. An example of the generation of a Gaussian-
distribution pseudo-random number which is to be assigned to
the variable Y is as follows:
Y	 GAURN(X)
1	 where X is a dummy variable and has no effect on the random
number generation.
This package of routinis has the characteristics that
each separate run of the program produces the same sequence
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of numbers. If a different set of numbers is desired, it is
possible to preset the routine at a different value by preset-
ting the initializing regula`ory variable inside the routine.
One possible way to generate a different sequence each run
is to get the value of this special variable after all the
random numbers for that particular run have been obtained.
Then this value could be stored in the .routine in the next
program to continue the old sequence. To implement this
capability, included in the package are two subroutines. The
one to get the number from the routine may be executed by
CALL GETNM (NUM)
where NUM is the integer variable into which the special
number is stored. The other . to store an integer (NUM)


















Read number of input forces - NF
READ force magnitude, center frequency
phase shift or bandwidth for each force
FOST(I). FW(I). FB(I). I=1. NF
Read Sampling frequency for simulation - FREQ
Number of initial samples - NI
Number of samples used for calculating moments - NO
Every kth sample simulated is used - K
Number of times NO samples are to be simulated and
coefficients estimated - NORUN
Flag index for how previously generated samples
should be used - INIT
If INIT < 0, system is simulated continuously and
and each successive NO samples are used for
estimation
If INIT = 0, system is reinitialized for each
successive estimation
If INIT > 0, system is simulated continuously and




I Set NON = 0 f
Determine number of samples can be simulated
at one time (limited by the allocated storage
space) - NIS
I Set NOS = 140 1
Generate NIS samples of each state variables
Yi , i=1,2N and DYi , i=1,2N
where	 DYi = Yi and Y21 = Y21-1
by calling
Subroutine RKD - fourth-order Runge-Kutta
integration process which calls for two
auxiliary subroutines
Subroutine DERSUB - generates derivatives
DY as functions of Y and T	 and
Subroutine FORSUB - generates forcing
f	 functions
Calculate sum of squares by	 {
Subroutine PAMSQT - calculate sum of
squares of Y and products of Y  Y 
Subroutine XSQ - calculate sum of products
DY with Y
Subroutine J,MONT3 - calculate sum of products








NOS = NOS - NIS









Calculate second moments by
dividing sums of products by
NON
Print out second moments calling
Subroutine LOC2 and Subroutine LOU
for storage location of moments
I = 1
Determine coefficients to the equations for
solving Ith mass system constants by calling
Subroutine COEF
(
Solving the Ith mass system constants CM(I), I
CK(I), CC(I) by calling Subroutine RLMTX
Print the estimated Ith mass system constants)
If I i N
I	 I
a





---47NORUN = NORUN - 1









List"ng of the Main Program and Associated Subprograms
C PRCGRAM TO SIMULATE N DEGREE FREEDOM 9 0NE DIMFNSIONAL•
	
SPRING MASS'
C AND DAMPER SYSTEM AND ESTIMATE THE COEFFICIENTS
C DIMENSION CC(lO1•CK(10)•CM(10)•Fl(10)tY(5000)•DY(5'^00)•YF(2n)•
1F(2500)•EC(IO)•EK(10),EM(lO)•FW(1C)•FR(10).OIS(3.1 M )•Yt(20)	 •
2FOST(10),	 SQ(AO)•	 SUM(2n),XM(30)•A(393)•B(3$PR(3#4)
3•DYSQ(20)•YDY(140),SOT(SO)•SUMT(2(1),XMT(3n)•DYSQT(2O)•YDYT(140)




( R (1.1) • Atl•1))•tR ( 1.4 ► •@tl))s















READ(5.506)	 FREQ•NI•NO•K	 •NORUN. •INIT
C
C LNIT .GT. 0 ALL SAMPLES USED FCR SUCCESIVE FSTINATIOW OF MOMENTS
C INIT '.EQ. 0	 EACH SUCCESIVE RUN IS REINITIALIZED 	 .,. .




MX =3	 .._	 _	 ..., ^.,._..•
IF(N2.LE.3)
	 MX=N2-1












WD=6 o 283185*H*SQRT (WD )
DDS(1:I1 =2.0*COS( WD )*E.XP(.-C.S*BHI"
0 IS(2 * I)=-1.Q*EXP( *l6,loo*BHA,
_
1fl CONTINUE
^	 r	 ,..	 ••..,NT	 ,M:.4	 w...	 .fa,w..s'	 w	 ,.ry.#y.+'4ev
	 w..e't'Mn.Mr.r.'a'ManMYwN+Ww.wu+.,.,iw.-+A4/i15 00 -30 -: 1 i 1
 N2





t	 .^ tl 1 ug^'i n^^^	 •`; " .i`+7' ^7 ^^ Y' t3^.^a^y`^^+i '^i^! a. e^'r;^1^^,fYt Kc^rfi r^s.^rr ^' I..:^ g ^ ^ ^at^^
^ ;r 5^^`f'.
	
^Y^tsi'^"	 ^•	 ^* 1} ?ifi^ ^^ ^G	 !'Ye^. ^$e e^ }• x ap i tJ	 i Y
b'
'	 ^-	 '^ 	 ^	 • 	 s.K r s^	 -	 ^	 ^,t	 s M{ a n	 c 1 d^ 
^a ^c sF st	 z	 ^	 D	 ^	 sc	
:!
..,.	 t,.^	 ^'.	 + ' t	 . ',	 v.^if.?ij.,,^`^. `^ .^'". ii ' 	 n> £ ^	 t..__ei....., ^^,a .3._.. a: i-.3 . ,... 	 ,. .:f,t,P^.s".. _	 ...	 ..	 •)
.
	
r ^lI. i-,;•2St^'^iTI 9FI,NF)



















455 IF((NO*NF).LE.2S00) GO TO 49
MNF=2500/NF








-	 GC TO 50





51 CALL RKO(DERSUBtFORSI)8rN2 , NFtH , TI,YItFltKtNIS*FtY*OYtYE)









DO 55 J=1 • NX()
55 YOYS(J)=YOYS(J)+YOYT(J)
. DO 56 J=1•NXM	 ..,...-ue ..,	
^,a _ ._... .. .. ,...._ ...-.,_^,._...w.......^.._,_
56 XMS(J) =XMS(J) +XMT(J)	
.._.	 _....._DO 5.8 J= l t N2
58 YItJ)=YE(J!
NON-NpN+ NI S. 	 _.	 _ _....	 _. __._. ___-_r __ _ .....:.. 	 .._	 .... , ...	 .._ ........a ..	 . .
TN=NIS *K r....
60 T I=TI+TN*H














t	 f5a r t ri^^ 	 I i l ia I	 ^ ;^,fl !^^*a y	 x{	 lYtei(^i°{f	 J1°s^ ° 5	 ::F 7	 :' p ''	 s":^
.	 .1i' F 1	 Y	 i	 y	 Y+r f^ 1^ 	 F`  
	 E :	 r^R	 u R	 'F	 ,
f	 r ....', t	 "a 2'^) r f..`i, 	 A	 +	 T -": A-1`^ ^.. s .., s }	 's	 a s	 . 	 t - s 	 1	 g t: 	 t
DC 112 J=1,NP
DYSCIJ)=DYSAS(J)/FL0AT(N0N)











I F (J3 .GT .N2) J 3=N2
CALL LOC2(J39JrK2,N2 9 MX	 )
(	 155 WRITE16,621) J.(SQ(JJ),JJ=K1,K2)
WRITE(6 9 623) fDYSQ(J)•J=I•N21
WRITE(69628)









00 165 J=1 t NF
161 WRITF(6,627) JtKM(3*J-2)•XM(3*J- 1)PXM(3*J)












EC(I)=R( ?t t4) -r . vr4a . 4+ . :^a^^ ..rx^MiMaM •••• .n..r v.rw ,,	 :.: y^.. .kin. ..	 nWn^F.+^1Y/R^iiritkivxr vxJM^MWMaerM51M""TMfM' yseY i:x , 	
wRITE(6,u31) DET
IF(I.EQ.1) CO TO 175
PC=EEC(I-•1)
175 CALL C0EF(IwN9.NFvSQ,DYSQ#YDY,xK, PC wPXq:A,g1.'r,.,,.._ .,w.....,^.:,^^.^...—:^^,•^;..,.
8t1)=8(11
—CMtI)#Ate *1^ 	 -	 ."`
t 1 s l)=A19	 (2''1	 . ,.. , .., .... ,......,.	 ......^,.....^ _..r...,.:,,..,^.., ...»..:..;._., ^,..., ,..,..,........-..'....... 	 _....:^'..:^.M......,.^.,
R (1.2) = A00)
9(2)=8(2) —CM II)*At2.1)
	
-	 mir, +• . u :•'wYr+• ..wry► .^*-raw+s'sV.a. raw} .
 YA►^'+..w ua.wvMyf4f' 'y^ygx+AWin^w«Mi^+Y^Mw^w^ew
R(29I)=At2t21
"	 ,.	 .... .. ..... ... 	 ,. ..... ._....._,..-. ..,.. .,.....	 -..
	 ....u....4^...:......'.+,.-.•n,...:, e..+..va..... `-,.»	 ..s........^.nw.-.... - +_+.+.r..,..^i:+T









..	 3'	 77 IT-711








^ ^jpL^. ^^`a $ 







' 	 w a4 a s fi	 ..,	 n fig ^^_^t fl	 tl	 k : t x	 y ,^	 ,,	 +
' 	
^ ^'







00 180 J=1, 2
180 WRITE(6.633) (R(J9L) vLa193)




PK= EK (I )
QCs ^C (i )
200 CONTINUE
WRITE ( 69600) N
WRITE ( 6 9 601) NF9(19FOST(I)•FW(I19FB ( I),I=1•NF)
HKsFLOAT(K)*H
TIE*H*FLOAT(NON)	 !
WRITEt6 9 6031 FREQ9H9TISvNK , NON9TIE	 ...N.._..__
WRITEt69601.1 41
ti	 DO 330 1=19N




..	 . . _
335 WAITE ( 6.635) CK(I)•EEK ( I)vCC ( I),FEC(I)	 i
NORUN=NORUN-1
IF(NORUN) 5959340








600 FORMAT(41H1 ESTIMATED COEFFICIENTS OF THE SIMULATEOtI29
6001 11HMASS SYSTEM )
	
_ ..
601 FORMATtlHOvl8HNO OF EXCITATION = 9 I3/t 1HO 9 1OX914HFOR EXCTTATION,
4011 13,5X# 11HAMPL : ITUOE =•F1n.2.5X• 18HCENTER FREQUENCY =`,F10.1,5X9`
601226HPMASE SHIFT OR BANDWIDTH =,F 10.2) )
613 FORMAT ( 21HOSAMPLING FREQUENCY u 4 F10.1 9 3HCPS /
6031	 1HOOPHSAMPLING INT. FOR SIMULATION =rF8.5/
60311HO r 16HT-RANSI ENT INT. _	 , FI19 2/
60321HO 9 39HSAMPLING INT. FOR CALCULATING MOMENTS =9F8.5/
60331HO942HTOTAL N0. OF SAMPLES USED FOR FSTIMATTON =9I6/
6034 . 31NOTIME INTERVAL FOR ESTIMATION =, F10*2 9 3HSEC)
604 FORMAT( H09 16X * -►HM(I) 9 34X*4HK ( I) 9 34Xv4HC ( I) /3(14X * 4HTRUE• RXr
60419KESTIMATE09^X))
!1 605 .FQRMAT (iHn, 3 (4X w-2E17. 8))
606 FORMAT ( 48HIESTIMATION. ,CF MOMENTS FOR THE IDENTIFICATION ORt.
6061 12 . 11HMASS SYSTEM)
607 FORMAYMN I&SETS OF EQUATIONS FOR SOLVING - THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS)
620 FORMAT t 1H0' # 4nH2N,0 MOMENT& Y (J )Y (L) t L=J TO ' J+3 (OR 2N))"
621 FORMAT(1H0sR .X92HY ( ,pT2.1N) , 5E14'94)
622 FORMAT ( 29HOFIRST MOMENTS OF Y(J) #J= 192N //( 5E20 . 8)) ..
623 FORMAT(43H!OSECOND MOMENTS OF DERIVATIVES OYW 94=192NIM SE21 . 8))	 ^,5




s.	 a-`	 k	 .	 n	 s	 3ji`g3. s	 art	 x .{'f	 ra`t7' r	 k a, a
i	
. _-	 ^ . v>s"L..,.	 ! 	 ..	 s	 iitl	 ,h	 '.+.^ ^r ^Il ^ ^i^^r r	..	 4.. '_ r , t ^ ,.t ..u.	 .,	 ,.,, x,., r; G	 !c , 	 ^ .	 ._	 _	 -	 ^
121
6?41TS)
6 ? 5 FCFMAT(If ^r Xt^°^a.+ •t , f''; ''^	 (t 1~.pt-► N)*K + (rF1 5 . P ♦ SH)*C = ♦ FI'h.^)
6?6 1-OR v ATtlFi°',531tC.KF'SS YOM 	 T S C'=
 1"1VL.T Fr"RCr AND Y(7J- IL	 Y(?..1) ♦ DYi?
hf.I))
. 7 F= rR v ATt 1M", t 3X, 129 1 1.TH FOPCE,3Xr 3F 14.4)
626 9 CR M ATt114 ^', 951H#-)NP	 TS OF OY(J)*Y(t.)tL= J—?•f)R(I 	 TO J+3( f)R ^) f
629 1-: f' Pm ATt4t,'0Y( t I294H	 Y(, 129 1H),7 F14 .4
630 FCP v AT i 1H1 t 121' )
631 FCRMAT t 14H CL— TF O P lN^;A'^,T=• F?^.r3 )
6361. FOR M AT (Ilw l
	F:QJAT I(',NS WHEN CM IS KNrIWN)
6?1 F CFMAT(1H',24X,F15.8,6fA*K + ( 9 E15.8 t 5H) +C =tE?').A)





1SUBROUTINE RKO(CERSuB , FORSUB , M,NF,H , TI ► YI,FOS ► K.N,F,VAL,nVAI.,Y) 6
DIMFNSION Y(20)9Si ( 2 n 19S2(20) ► Sl(20)9S4 ( 20)9DY ( 201•FOS( 1),YI( 1)•





Do I r. I=1,M
10 Y(I)=YI(I)
CALL DERSUR(T9Y9FOSvM,NF90Y









COMPUTE K SUB 7
C






























S3(I) =H*DV(I) f'i50 A(I)=Y ( l)+S3(I)	 .	 ,.._., _	 R
TA=T+H
COMPUTE K SUB 3
CALL	 0ERSU3 ( TA,A,FOSP,MtNFtDY)	 -m .,.	 ... .
00 60 1=10
60 S4( I ) =H*DY ( I)
TsT }H
DO	 62	 I=1,NF	 .	 __...
62 F0S(I)=FOSP(I1
COMPUTE NEW VALUES OF INTEGRALS
DO 63
	I=I,M^
63 Y(I)=Y(I)+(S1(I)+2.*S2(.I)+2.*S3(I)+S4(f))/6.p._.__._...._.,___.y..^,_..^___^....._. 	 ..
65 CALL DERSUB(T,Y,FOS*M•NF.OY)





-x L'P y. ^ #i 9 A° tb^'.xi	 .^kf,', t'' ^JSs{^, ' r"rz:	 x4 Yr^ „




r^ VAL (() =Y(I )
,Ca 75 I =1.NF
Lf•=LF*1
















C	 AUXILIARY SUBROUTINE WHICH COMPUTES THE DERIVATIVES FOR THE
	





























IF(NF.LT.I) GO TO 25
DER(2*I)	 =CER(2*I)	 +FS([)/CM(I)
25 CCKTINUF
30 OER(2*N) =—(CK(N)/CM(N))*VAR(2*N-1)— (CC(N)/CM(N)) *VAR(2*N)















t^	 ti /` 
ayiC6 y i	 S'^a'9^`?	 s'^'Y3	 R
	
}}	 F	 r	 ^	 M  Y	
j' A ^ .t ^^^d ^
	
^	 L	 t' ^	 ^YjjI
i^ ..	 .. _	
l^e fir.
	 ^	 {+,'^^lt sk,r	 ^ ^7k ,J"^ r } K .^	 ^,	 cfn: ^	 a^.fy	
1
,r
G IJ I ". t	 ►- f , .i S U!" ( T , F` , N )
.^	 tw
	 ir,,, CC(1'')rCK(lei) rC• Y tl^) r F (IS Tt1' ), FN( I")•FF'(Il)	 (I
T p rT. ► -;f) 4, P33	 F'w( I )*T+FP( 1 )/361. )
F	 r,5T{ I	 IK,(TNETA)




)I pg NSICN F- 1,: 5(10). FOST(1 ),FWt1^.),FR 1r),01St3,10 	 XF(2,1^)•
1 C C ( IC ),CK( i''), C M ( V ) ,XRt Ir. I
C rv YON CC,CK,CM,FOST,FW,FP.•CIS
00 5C I=I9NF
TF-y P=FCST( I )*CAt1PN(F)
fit3 5(I)=t.IIStlrl)*XF (1•I)+QIS(2,I) *XF(?9I) +OIS(3•I)*(TEMP— XP (I)i












....r.+^"°-....... 	 _..	 .....,,,,,,,,.,,.,,►^.,,.,,,,..—..^.^^.^^a^	 ...,...._.. _.^...,,m.a:.. a 	
_-	 _ ...	 ....
f
—r^r.+wrrrrrrrwr—r rr rrrs.rs ^rr:r r r—r ow—.0— — r r r r r r r—rrrr r,^rr—rrr—rrrrrr
SUPRGUTIRF	 PAN'SOT(A*NVr ►`C9MtSO9SL :49In)
PUP POS E
TO CALCULATF EITHER PARTIAL N IRST AND SECOND MOMENTS
CR SU M O F SDUARf®S AND SLM




ra n 	OF	 VA P tr F LFS
K0 - Itin OF 0,PScRVAT1 ;'NS
M	 —	 i`,''j CF	 ArJACFNT	 VAR IA[ILFS	 FOR	 CROSS	 MO'rM.NTStm	 LESS	 THAN	 N
SC	 —	 SUM	 (!F	 S.UAP ES	 w1-FN	 10:t)
SECCNO	 V f Jfw E.NTS	 ^ONEN	 IQ C'THER	 THAN
MATRIX	 nF	 (M+114NV-(M*(M*1))/2
SUM — ARRAY OF NV
r^r r—r —rrrr rrrr.wrrrrr wry —rr Warr ww rr wr^rrrrr rr rr rr rs r^ — r—r rr rr rr r-




OC 2 r J= I NV
IFINV— J — M) 	 49496
4 J M= NV
GC TO 9
6 J M= J+M




CALCULATE SUM OF SQUARES AND SUM
nr 40	 I=1,NQ
LJ=n
DO 40 J =1 vNV









40 WNW)= SUM(J)+A(IJ) 	 ^


































XIQ(A, 4i t N ViNO tPt#'4,eoQtABlIFLAG)
C A -	 CATA ^I bTRIY rF Nv BY NO
C 8 - WA WATPIX OF NV SY NC
C NV	 -	 NI' OF	 VARlAqt.C-S
C NO - NC OF CBSERVATIONS
C M - NO OF VARIABLES FOR TI-E CRnSS MOMFNTS
C ASO -	 IFLAG	 FQ r	 SIPA rjF	 SQUAB FS nF A
C, IFLAG NE 0 SECOND MCMENTS tlF	 A
C, AB -	 IFLAG EA n SUP OF SQUARES OF A(I)*B ( J)tJuJltJM
C IFLAG NE 0 SECOND MOMENTS OF Atl)*B ( J)tJuJltJM
00	 l r	 IzljNV
10 ASC(I)n0.n
Nmx(2*M+1)*NV-M*(M+1)
























94 ASO ( I )=ASO ( I)/CNO
DC 96 Ial,NM

















rrM1---r--1---------Mrr x-11 1rl-!!-rrlr--lr-r-- rrllrrr—r/rra^—!!!w
SUt-,i?0UTINF XV ;NT3(AvNA,P,•C.N3C•N09XM,ID)
PURPOSE
TC C;OMPUTt= CRCSS MOMENT OF A(J)*8(2*J- 1) ,A(J) *g(?*J)
AND A(J)*C( 2*J)
A -EASE CATA l' TRlX,NA BY NO
11i  —NO. C F
 
VAR IARL,FS nF A
-CRCS ► VA a I ABLE DATA MATRIX
^.	 CRCSS VAR I ARL. F DATA MATRIX
NBC-NC. C'F V AR i ARLES PF 8 AND C, NO .GE. (2*NA )
NC -NCI.C'F OR F;AVAT If'P;S
Xm -CROSS MCMFNTS, M ATRIX CF 3*NA
10 -I0 NOT ZERO,COMPUTE TFE MCMENTS
I0 ZERO, COMPUTE THE SUN'S

























SUP ROUT T NI 	LCC. 9 (L v J, G J # NV, N )
Y	 '-Tf , :	 `	 . CF	 ROW'S	 F l^('tvl 	TFF,	 CI AGONAL
C PLr%O .SE
c TO^, rALCUL'I TNC STnPAGE LCCATICN CF A PARTIAL Lf_jWFR HALF 	 MATRI
C L	 -POW NO.
C J	 -CC:LLMN Rt .
C LJ -STC4AGE LrCATinN!
C NV -R ANG,F OF	 TH F IATR I X
C -- r—r—s.^w—•--------r--+----rrr—^rrr^r—rr —rr--rr—+rr rrr rrr'rr—rrr—r--
SUB IRCUTINF	 t.002(LrJtLJvNVPa)
XF(L.L'r.(J-M))	 GO	 TO	 50
IF(L.GT.( J+M)) 	 GO TO	 5n








15 IF((JT+M-11LFNV)	 GO 10 24
N=(JT+M-1)-NV
N*(N*(N+1))/2
LJ= ( M+k) * (JTr 1) +LT —JT—N} 1
GO TO 60.
2C LJ=(M+ 1)*(JT--1)+LT­ JT+1
GC TO 6m,
50 WRITE ( 6,6n1)













i'	 v♦♦. ^.^^	 ^ I	 kA	 Y




t ^ 	 s	 . L3	 .#







C TC CALCULATE THE STORAGE LOCATICN OF A PARTIAL MATRIX
C L	 — NO * CF ROW OF THE MATRIX
C J	 — NO	 OF COLUMN OF THE MATRIX	 i
C LJ — STCRAGE LOC".TIrN
C NV — RANGE CF THE SCUARF MATRIX 	 1
C M	 — CNLY M ROW FWN! THE CIAGONAL	 ARF' STORFn t LESS THAN NV
C—w rr-r—wrrrwwwwwr—r—wwrrrrrlrr sr!—!!!—,^r^r—!ir r!—!!!^1!!llsl^l
SUBROUTINE LOC3(L•JtLJ,NV.N)
IFIL.LT&(J — M) y 	CO TO	 100
IF(L.GT.IJ+M1 ) 	 GO TO	 1TO
IF`t J°-1— N1	 119 1095e}
10 1 * ( t J — I+M? . LE.NV)	 CO TO 20
NT=M+P—J






50 I ^(	 J- l+M) o LC.NV) GO TO 7C	 a
,NL=J-1+N—NV
L M= L — J +M+ 1










 a.,a^-.•#e,.!'.#!F"9ki^C fia. #^wcli::M -s - .;z	 ^:	 ,..	 _	 yyp .,..	
-.:s MlM.aryta+fii .. `.ea»'IY aR.
..
" wr.►wsrs^r:^r'r^.rrrrrsa+tT-wM ►l hrrr► rins^rrs+rwrsrrr+nrlrarr-T,.-.rw ►wN
C SUEROOTINE CnFFIJ•N*NfotQ *DY34 *YQY#XM * EC,EK A Etf	 .
G PURPOSE
C TO n8TAIN THE COFRFIcteftis	 THE 3 BY 3 EQUATIONS FOR
C SOLVING THE JTM SM OF SYSTEM CONSTANTS OF THEONE OtNENSIOMIL
C n;
 DEGREE FREE0049SPRIN09MASS ANO DAM PER SYSTEM EXC?tTEd by
C NF SEQUENTIAL FORCES
C ' 34 -SECONi3 
MOMENTS 
OF THE SYS.TEM AUTPUT3
C DYS Q - 2ND MOMENTS OF Y
C YOV - 2ND MOMENTS OF DV*fit
C WM -CROSS MOMENTS of THE SYSTEM 1 'NPUTS ANQ OUTPUTS
C. mow walia^^^rwirrrr ► rntssiMA^^rMR+r ►^^► rrwa ► r4YS^4R
SUSPOUTME COEFIJtNtWFvSQ#DYSQ*YDVoXMPECtEKt3 *S 
DIMENSION A(393)#8t3$ t $0 1 1 #OYSQt1lsYDYt1 ,l•l(Mt3l	 !
Nvli2*N
MX; 3
I Ft NV .LE 3) MXONV-









'."ie,.	 #NRia'.	 .,	 .,LA,	 ay	 .. ..CALL LOC3(JR , JR#XltNV*MX)
A:(2.1 )--YD^rtKlJ 	 "
CALL l CC3t J C#JR , K1vNVrNX)
' A^t1 *1l#-YDY tK 1)
CALL.tOC2tJRxJCvK3sNViMXI
CALL LOC2(JC,JC,K2NV•MX !
JRs JR+ 1	 R
i P t J EC * N) GO TO 20
CALL LOC2tJRvJCtKI-.NV*MX) y'	 .:	 . F•at	 a. 4...va.	 ..e	 .. AI
	
as ._.._.	 • r aw	 :	 ...	 .: f.. y.	 iY . p..YH a i.s lba+l+' I/+R. r ,a..a	 ... , are aaY•^-.>A'(1s 2 )=SQ(Kl)--SQ(K2)
4R=JR+l
CALL LOC2tJR # JCIK1,NV,MXI
At 1 t3)wS0(KI) -SQtK3f
!$JC= 2 * J i
CALL tOC2 (JRtJCtK1#Nv'#MX)
A(2r2) w, SQ(K1) -SO (K3) 
CALL LOC34JR * JC K1,NV,Mkt).
Ji m ic -1
CALL LOC3(JJ*JCtk2 i NVPMX)
A(3 #2-) *YDY(KI)-YQY(K2)
 ..:.	 za.	 a	 .;-. a.	 .. . ,..	 a	 ...+aar	 +r•w`«ra..an ta! +are+avcaa.w,r.*. 	 ^.	 w-.<aK M+x+.lewrxl.x.;aiwix.
*
'









:..:.,,COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS WHEN ' J =ry	 .:	 .w..d.u¢ .	 _...	 • u


























C	 CC'MPUTE B(l) t 8(2) 0(3)
C	 EC -ESTIMATED (J-11Th DAMPER CONSTANT
	 .
'	 C	 EK -ESTIMATED (J-1)TH SPRING CONSTANT	 }
30	 t F t J . FQ,.1)	 GO TO SO
JR=2*J-1
J C* 2*J, 3
CALL LOC2(JRvJRiK1 * NV#MX)




B(l) m (SQ(K1) -SQ(K2)) *EK + ($Q (K4)-$Q(K3) ) *tC	 ^..	 .........,..,,	 .
JRUJR+1
CALL LQC2 ( JR, JCt K39NVtMX)
CALL LCC2(JR9JR * K2*NYiMX)
JC* JC-1
CALL LOC2(JRtJCtKI*NVv4X)

























„^° +^	 },...M	 ,Y,.	 •,.{i}..	 .,	 k-»	 ,.	 t	 ::	 'u _.	 .yy	 ..	 .y,	 p4r	 . •	 Yf.,,tl>..t, 	 ts'. a}y 4!'S1 ^	 }	 h ♦ 4 '	 Rx ._'}iNa^ ^k# #	 ,er, Vll}`YYIk'O^/4Y'z ^+^^'^}^
m
..	 ._. ,	 ^	 ...	 .,	 ,	 ,x. ,,,..	 e+"^ ,ed-.	 » .+,r .»r^r^ +'`..	 ... •,.. y,,.p^ >++..... *+r,.-fin+-«...+.-«ir'..,wrvr.-,.«win.^^*.,er^r,.e^e..+w w.. z1-.r°++i++wr«.ii.ar
	 rwlw
'
 c.},`	 „ ._,.>._	 ., y x_ a+*.	 , ^.. ,>n .,..	 .x:.	 .. .}war=. ^>er>Rlrrr^ 	 ^ +w	 aw.:ow ...} +ac.e}} , } , 	 ^f_	 ar na+.+r.,. ,«....is u,res,atr«»++.++M^t^r^rA^}wr },L w+^+ik^+
,
#








, ,^}	 ' ' ^	 * Y' # E	 j	 'F4.t1t.t^ 3 ^
	 t Y +' IJ
^> ^ ^^' ^'	 }	 ^,fp	 I	 ,'+.#^,tY_-f* X+IF
	 o f	 ,: i.i .^	 ^.	 ^	 I^	 s.
y^ ,
• . _	 rtrti	 L'e vacs_"	 4ee^ ^ .. .3. ?P_T^YV.^i^T,• ^.^.c	 r	 ...a_.	 ... ^kL 45^.'^IE.^11l^Li'4.LidJi3G' '	A'^^x3	 22x ...+?
'^' ► ,^'',,>	 '. 4 	 V T`z	 I Aj'11k 9 ! I '	 YS•.^' A ^^K,^'ET,: D^ 	 P T) 1
s C %S Y S	 S YST Ft-l S 	T(I	 fAE	 S;l L Vr:r)
C h R 	 s	 C:	 , ra :	 Ch	 A
C A	 =	 INPliT	 M :TR IX
C MARK s SINGULARITY	 INnICATOR	 (PARKal	 FOR	 SlI CULAR	 A)
C OET	 n	 DFT(A)
C IACPT a -1	 FC R SYSTFM SOLK, AND OET
C FOk OET ONLY
C +1 FOR	 INVERSE ANC CET
C DINENSICN STMNT, MUST AGRtE WITH DIM. STMNT, 	 iN MAIN PROGRAM
3 C















C INVERSE OPTION - PRESET AUGMENTED PART ' TO I
10 Dn 2C	 I=1 ► N
O0 2C J=NPL ► NN
20 A119J)	 s	 D.
00	 X	 1=19 N 	
a.	 ..
J =	 I+N








a	 y,„	 y	 .,.	 ;,	 s	 w.. 	 art-	 a-z>m	 ,w.00 120 1=L}NMI
iPL s 1+1




00 60 K=IPL ► N
IF	 IAMA. X ABS(A(K	 1)))	 50.60,60
50 MAX,	 K
.AMAX 	 ASSIA( KtI))
60 CONTINUE
IF	 (MAX-1)	 ?099097a	 _ ¢_
C PIVOTING NECESSARY.	 I NTERG);ANGE ROWS
70 DO 80 L*I vNPLSY
TEMP = A(lvL)
8Ct ° A t MAX, L)
	 TE14P N,	 ..,.. r _	 ^ 	 . ♦r^.,^ 4... ^_ >u, , . rt .^
	





C ELIMINATE AtT+1.• i)---AlN^rt):,... m	 .. =. ssy.. ,wx	 .rtr	 .:; ex 	 , .v	 3.ry	 4w.s .ar-:a or.e++rwa+.4a' ... fir.. «,..	 .,.....:.b,...ya.s+wurpa:rk.rt.:sr.r '^ww ^wr.wm-r.e ^:
90 00 120 J*IPL N
TEMP u A(J.1)
IF	 tTEMP)	 100.120.110 §
s




t..	 •	 w -
q







'y^''t	 t 	 , !'	 3^	 3	 'fie ,$	 t	 11':.' 	 n	 d	 ^	 oz. s	 ,	 ;
_...f 
	 a	 ^!	 ..	 "i,L^Sl'	
y V!''u^.. ♦ ^..	 _#,,; {'ins:...4.n a3'i^'^g'^'^.	 ra`	 ^.
00 CCNST °• —Y ; P / A i 1, I!
DC 11~ LwJvNPL SY
It s+	 A(J,t ' = A(J,t,) ♦ A(I,L)*COhST
a	 1 20 CONTINUE
C1	 C	 COk PUTF VALUE OF DETF.RP INANT
fr	 TLMP : 1.
CC 131 Irlr N
AGG = A(I,i)
`	 IF (AGG) 1319125,130




130 TFPP = TEMP*ACG
DET = SIGN*TEM.Q
C
C	 EXIT IF DFT ONLY OPTION
135 IF ( I FL AG) 140, 257, 14n
r	 C	 CHFCK FOR INVERSE OPTION OR SYSTEMS OPTION
140	 IF (IFLAG-1) 160 , 15+x9160
C	 INVERSE OPTION — ABORT IF A IS SINGULAR





SACK SUBSTITUTE TO CSTAIN INVERSE OR SYSTEM SOLUTION10
160 00 240 T=NPLtNPLSY
K  .
170 X(K) = A(K.I)
IF (K—N) 1809700,iso
180 00 197 J=KPL,N
190 X(K) = X(K)—A(K,J)*X(J)
r 200	 X(K) = X(K)/A(K,K)	 4... ._._
IF (K-1) 2109220t210
210 KPL s K
K = K — j
a	 : 	
_.
	 w...	 p	 a	 tsa s x.. .aaE .	 ya, .	 y. -«a .
GC TO 170
C	 PUT SOLN. VECTs I NTO APPROPRIATE COLUMN OF A














'f	 x	 i 	 ^s ;	 -^•
'+ 	 ?T	 ,rS hYr'^`} 5':F.	 * ^`	
=v^	
a ;	 f 	 V
i
C KMROUTIRS RANDKP for random I t^ law ratioA}
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Input Cards and Output Tabulations for a Sample Problem
The sample problem is to simulate a five-mass system
whose parameters are
ml = m2 = ... = m5 = 0.052
k1 = k 3 = 9.3 x 10 5 	k 2 = k 4 = 8.3 x 10 4 	k5 = 43
C 1 = C 3 = 1.9	 ,	 C 2	C4 = C5 = 0.9
The system is to be driven at mass No. 1 by a random force which
is generated by a white noise of standard deviation 30 being passed
through a bandpass filter with center frequency 70 cps and a band-
width of 20 cps. The sampling frequency for simulation is chosen
to be 5000 samples per sec. 10,000 samples are to be simulated
and used for estimation of the parameters.
i
a) Input Cards
Col. 1	 6	 11	 16	 21
















5000.	 10000	 1	 1
26








EII IPA IlCN	 iF	 MoAfF.75	 11,4	 11• #	 11.1M1IIF It, AII(A	 1t	 '',# P A$%	 WIto
FINS1 1EPtntS I.F	 V0 ► .Jsl.2h
-0.5tIf411. 5E -"`+	 -1.1142?F^FF -C) -^.hFliF45Nf -74	 «t1.t1669KS11; -r1 -r.^S615!?06f'-^5
-C+. ls y 7^ i51k - 03	 -C . St'b it E 3E-/ 5 -9.129hl^ 713E- 31	 -#x.5615 73S1F -rS -^.12611SSSE+-111
21O PCMChIS
	
VIJIVitIt L*J tt 442	 UN	 2N1
rl	 11 (.17KPF-17 C.13.5F-C t 0.7159E-C1 0.2477F-O7
V1	 21 11.,18,92E-C2 C.11	 IE -CA 0.274AF -C2 -me"469f, -07
rl	 ?l 4).1761t-t7 C.1't1F-Cl 4,10761IF-tl 0.!1278-06
Vf	 41 t.26t2F-C2 -C.F7!9E-C7 -0.1467F-C4 -00874315-07

















SECCNC PCMFNIS CF	 CFRIVATIVP.S CVIJ ► oJ•1*2N
10.211023444E -C2	 C.303154611E C4 C.266148501-72	 0.27681C42E 04 0•I'32'I1f63F-^12
O.143S262 5 E. C3	 1" . 1144E624F -C2 0.916641! 412 +03	 0 . 52641622E -A2 0.431IS226E 04
2h0•MCIlEA1S CF CVIJI*YILIoL v J- 39CQIIl	 1C	 Jt31CP	 2N)
OVI	 11 4 x1	 11 00130SE-C7 C.20f;F-C2 06195tE -QN 0.2744E-A2
Orl	 2l#rl	 1! - 0.21!9^F -G2 0.2115E-42 -10.2755E-02 -0.1791E-ttl 0.1266E-03
OVI
	
?t*VI	 11 0.2471E -67 0.274PF -02 (11136711 -r1 0.2662E -02 -0.9239E -01 -0.1467E -04
0x1
	
41 « Vf	 1) - 1)027530-C2 C.1713F-01 -0.9667E-02 0.1551E-02 C.2817E-04 •0.10168-110	 002106!-01
OVI	 '. l •ri









	 71 4 x1	 41 -0.21ME-G3 0.1412E-C7 0.1621E-02 C.1690E-07 4.1149E-r? -0.6962F-A1	 0025154IF-02
OVt	 41 4 Vt	 51 -0.1626E-(1 0.1117F-C2 -C.1150E-C2 C.4346E-01 -0.2359E-02 -If.7971E-01
rlrl 91" 1 t J.224Jk -C2 001CZSF -Ct 0.2554F -r2 0.159,9E-09 -3.5264E-07
OVIlG14 r1	 71 -0 .?559f-C2 G.1giS?iE-01 -065245F-02 P,4139E -04
COOSS	 NCMt, N1S (if	 I NPLI	 Fl."ACE ANC
	
V12J-II#VIiJ)gCV12J)





EUAI ILh y 1 1,F SCLV It, C Ut
	
IIM FARAS+ ETf Pi
EWAT IGN HA 19CILVINO Ito MASS Sr IEN Ct Ff F IC1EAtS
C. ='.E4tc't'fi • 	 ♦ t ^'a44K53C1F - I11*rc , l r l i7xll47@-47r*G i 0.154p^T2l+f —C3
-^.*217';471 ?L-^^ *M • 1 - ^ * 1115t1ti3E^CT! *K ^ 1-^.. * 1?477PSKE - X331 *C •-0.14R1t79^£-01
-6 * 3C359671t C4*0 ♦ 1
	
f I -C.2CfPCA54F-nlI*C *-0.32PIWIF 02
OETEilMIA11AhT+^
	 7a5^ib7t 1ZSf'- 1C
EQUATILNS V##-EN CO IS KN(Wh
C * 4544153^ 1F -11*K	 ♦ 1	 C•11721747k-CI)OC s n*4625x060-05
-0.1115	 1 y 3t- C7*K	 • 1-r.13477E! 5^±f-1^31*C
	 • -0.IAW494E-111
OEt'EAMi1► 1^AM. t x
	-+'•535771^i31"
-1'
ECUATICK K14 SCLVIAG 2TN MASS ErrTEN CCEFFICIEATS
C * 2667454PE - 02*N +	 1-C.139e ;SC3E- P:E!1*K f t	 C * SaC36615F-1}71*C 0 * 2274 2?9F-C4
C*15571113E- ) 2* p ♦ 	 1 = t'=.961' h1l
	 CI<- rT1 ; K	 ♦ (-C * 26463624F-12)*C =-1*104PUISF-01
-+ oM41 01 42E 44*M •	 1 l i2b9St2 ' SF-C ?1*K 	 + 1-0« 1C?11GE41r-0c71	 C *	 .'Si10 3194>E 02
p EtERMIr•AAFTs	 ^•4i551 ?^71E —tE
ECUAT IChS NO-Eh CN IS Mhh
-C•139899C3E,7C6*K + 1	 C499036615f-C71*C s -0.1159614SE-03
-tv46,C611$Q6- C?*K * 1-0.26963624-02 *G S -0* 114,^PO4IF-M+
DETER 01 AA ANY	 V 3729N112F- 11
ECUATiCb Kk SCLVINC 3Th MASS SWEM CCEFFICIENTS
C * 151P454EE - 07*N ♦ 4 0 o2123E567E-05)0 * 1	 0 * 727424C9E ••C81*C 0,27710023F-03
-Cs4125,913!" F-U3 *M • 1-C.7224LC 2E-CHI *K ♦ 1 1 * 9?61 1 374E-04I*C *- 'l*65547C96F-C?
-C * 74312625I! 03*0 ♦ 	 I -C * 9765CC44E-04I*'K ♦ 1-0 551CAI5E-021*C *-0 . 129484AZE m3
O<TEI;bIP^a	 t=	 -C•75551141t -12
SQUAT ILNS lo *L N CM IS KNC WK
t •21?3tSE7E-05*K +	 l 0.7 ,2742405E-fA1*C 0* t9749673F-03
-CO22420!?8-C@*K 4 1 C * 97638374r-C41*C
 *' -0.65315912F-02
OE'TENNIA^AAT-	 C2CfiK79 @CF..13 .:
ECUATICh	 Ft ,l 	 SOLVIN6 Oh MASS SYSTEM"_ CGFFFICIEKTS
C * 174 ,473C 1--02*M 1	 1(.155611-52G-C8)*K ; t C * @R502P49E-1171*C Oo?2^2C36+5E-q5
-4.434631c1E -03 *N ♦ 	 1 -f.AF52t5 24E-071*K ♦ 1	 C * kCS25HC5E-03I*C =-0,64767434F-n2
-C«916b4' 41F
	 -^3*!, ` ♦ t-^*8f g l2 l 24E-+C31 *K • 1-Q•HC74 . 6463E-011*C -0.114#0475 03
A
139
ECUATICKS hi-FN CO IS KNChh
C.15SF71S2E - CH*K ♦ I ff * Ot5F?E45F-0?I*C *	 *.179259A6E-n3
-O * A652k'24E-C7+ K ♦ t l * EC925FC5E- f13! *C *	 -0*64317151F-OZ
OfTFFPIN NAKT= 	C*1? 6 71927E-11
ECUATICN F(R SLLVING 5TP MASS SWEM CLEFFICIEN-15
C.52654^Z1t: — L2*^' ♦ t-C. P4ACEt1EE — C71*K ♦ 1 -4 * i'S9A3417E-h y '1*C • t+.2.t^901Si6E -C3
-4 * 413d7525t -14*M 	 t — c * 159e?41?f- C?I*K ♦ t — C * S?E41622E .-02'1*C •—t)*461257156.02
— G *43?13U6P X OM ♦ I Co5?654621E — C2!*K ♦ 1 -3•411.8?9?9F-041 *C a-0 * 22416392 C3
CETEAMINhAKI B 	-C*17877524E—Cs:









-G *P480Et1tE-C?*K + 1 Q * is9F3417E -x'7)*C w	 -0 *1?13354hF-05




IIIIMAIIL t"tifilMAIS N	 rot	 ^1044AIYr 5MA15 %VSIFM
Mt 4f iM ITMIA ,
	
t
tCM M11A111A	 I	 Airl. IUCt s	 Mco (FRIEP frl0iff%fV • lost"	 INW 1MIfT #M PANNIffN r 	 too"
IAPPI it►4 "f'4, 'tt ^	 ^c i^.rcf 1 4
#AN►ithl; We KK SIPL1A716%
FMAA11f1^1 rAT. E
If++stlku If to rfiN (AM)kAT1AG MCft•* 14 * C.M14
I(TAt INC. (F SAPP*i1 S U)40 FOR f 11tMTIt h • IWIC
IiME	 IilT1MvAi, rra 151IMA1TON	 :.r[4ft; ^.
Poll NM toll
tNtrl
	 tsilwit IM4f fS110411" IIt tf 13TIOAff"
P.id^J' +l:trE
	 l	 4 . 1	 aCla!t -C1 Sr^rt ll4^+S1[ ^f4 p .ytlllQAlalF 04 t.1410!f Of 01 001410041E AI
6.SX^< y 1t.0^F-^:1	 0 1^^rl!i1E+0! tl.iT1415^4i4! n.1^ 410111t^t,t 46 0, lADOIMrCF on 0,814114111f pt
1 ► 1	 3,T 3^ ^dE-JI	 4'.KJ!na; TC^C•Q1 A.;,Ii9S05AE !A 4.i1*Tfit i Cf 0611004or"r of 0 * 101111211 CI
O.T?I^{=4:7E^C1
	
it.1.^21t#7 ! E •tl 0./1'IlSi^rllt 9'1 C+•t111,1a1^,0E !! O.M^OMICCO ^o i+ .f41tlA1ff IIA ^
C.3?C ?3 y ^1^Ct	 V.SIMUICE-Cl 0041Ettf+0t 42 0 42n1'T404f 0 2 C""WrI< MI R,1tf142"96 ft
t'StlM11i€ i,iTM *ASS ClVftr
Jf.i$R9994' !If '!b 1'► r4$Q2S! '1;1F S• t).11t1Atttlt'Af 01 f' ^t^1AlQI?E tR l >'
4905449 1 1E 6% ftaWU6701 CS CowtOsnprtrf 40 00"197" 11 ac
0.1214^'tg»f 00 404#400941f 44 A.tv"04pAf AI It.1lAtitllt tot I'. J
i.li41A1!3sf 9 1l^IIt+IAaAts! 01, R^M1	 4C 90 e."eimm rll h,
CAVOCCCCOt 11 044160"Of 01 (*""Wet tt t1 11""44711 to
4L
"	 't	 F-' 'i 	
r	
•.	 4 k}	 w. k„'.Y^
	 d" 37f ,MY3	 ..`i }^R§	 }6











4._3 Computer Proaram Abstract II
General Description
a) This program is basically the same as I except for
changes made to enable the input force to be read from a tape
unit instead of being simulated. 	 The tape with the desired
input force samples is to be mounted on the tape unit with logi-
cal address 21 and consists of binary records. The first re-
cord should have 21 words with the 5th word being the number of
Input force samples per second. All succeeding records should
have 1003 words with the first word being the record number
and followed by 16 7 blocks of six words. The first words of
each six word block should be the input force samples.
b) Output from this program includes the same output as I.
c) Limitation of this program:
1) N. the number of mass, is limited to 10
2) NP, the number of input forcing function, is limited
to 1 and is the driving force at the first mass.













a) Degree of Freedom Card
Col. 1 - 2 N - Number of mass for the chainlike system
b) System Parameter Card(s)
A card is used to specify each system parameter
triplet (mi , ki , Ci ). N cards are then needed and should
be arranged consecutively from i=1 to N.
Col. 1
	
	 10 CM(I) - Floating point. constant for the ith
mass coefficient
Col. 11-20 CK(I) - Floating point constant for the ith
spring coefficient
Col. 21-30 CC(I) - Floating point constant for the ith
damper coefficient
c) Simulation Specification Card
Col. 1-10
	 NI - Number of samples to be simulated before
samples are taken for estimation of the
moments and the system parameters
	 	 	 a,
Col. 11-20 NO - Number of samples t o be used for estima-
tion of moments and system parameters
Col. 21-30 K
	
	 Only every kth samples of the equally-	 a
spaced samples are to be used for






Col. 31-40 NORUN - Number of successive times the moments
and the system parameters are to be
estimated
Col. 41-50 INIT - Control index for how the samples are
taken for each successive estimation of
the moments and parameters
If INIT c 0, successive NO samples
(after the initial NI samples) taken
at every kth sample are to be used for
the estimation process.
If INIT • 0, system is reinitialized
each time. NO samples (after initial
NI samples) taken at every kth sample
are used for the estimation process.
If INIT 0, (after initial NI samples)
NO samples are used cummulatively each
time; that is, NO, then 2 x NO, ... then
NORUN x NO are successively used for
the estimation process.
Col. 51-60 IH	 - Index to change sampling rate of the
random force recorded on digital tape
by changing the time scale which will
also change the bandwidth of Frequency
spectrum.
IH = 0, the sampling rate of the input
force recorded on tape is to be used.
144
IH # A, the sampling interval in given
by HTEP
Col. 61-70 HTEP Floating point constant for sampling
interval, ignored when IH a 0.
d) Repeat a to c for a different choice of system as
many times as desired. A blank card after c will cause a
stop.
Description of Supporting Subprograms
a) RKFOR (DEAF, M, H, TI, YI, FI, K, M, F, VAL, DUAL, Y,
FOSP)
This Fortran subprogram generates the solution to
a set of M simultaneous first-order, ordinary differential
equations by the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method
of integration. Where
DERF Name of the external subroutine used to compute the
derivatives
M	 - Number of equatlons for expressing the system
H	 - Step size for integration
TI - Initial value of T
YI -- Initial value of Y
a 4
PI - Initial value of P
K - The desired number of ateps of size H between values
of the Integrals to be stored in VAL and the deriva-
tives to be stored in DVAL
N - The number of values to be stored in VAL and DVAL
P W Input forcing function values read from tape. On
the return,, only every kth value will remain in the
array
VAL - A matrix of	 M by N	 containing the integrated value
of the	 M	 derivatives generated by	 DERF
DVAL A matrix of	 M by N	 containing the derivatives
generated by the external subroutine
	 DERF
Y The final integrated value of 	 M	 derivatives.	 An
array of	 M
POSP The last value of	 P
b) DERF (T	 VAR ., FS	 M	 DER)
This Fortran subroutine computes the derivatives for
the integration subroutine RKFOR where DER(I), 1=1 0 M	 are
the derivatives of VAR(I), I m l, M	 with respect to	 T.	 and




c) The descriptions for subprograms PAMSQT, XSQ, XMANT3,
LOC2, LOC3, COED and RLMTX are given in Section 4,2,
Listing of the Main Program and the Subproarains
The main program and only the subprograms RKPOR and
DERF will be listed as follows since the other subprograms
have already been listed in Section 4,2.
C P-40 lkAM To	 SIMUL ►'T^ N t1EGOV-E FPrFCOM.C.N-F DIMP-NSICKAL•
	
SPPING MASS
C AND DAIVIPER	 SYSTEM AND E ST IMATF THE: C.nEFF I C, I E NTS
G




)/• Ktln)•fMt1 "I, 	 Yt5oii),OY(vin),YFt?'?)•
1^t25r ^) /Frt ir) •EKt I°^1.E':^tt 1^ )•Yt?,+^) •
2 R hf tEi/1^7I,	 t4;' ).St1;t1^1,^MttS), At 	 ^'isRt'^1•'Pt	 ,41	 •tnt?r)
3gPYSta(l n )/Y0Y(	 ?C).SQT( 4M),St MT(in)#XM7(15)#DYSOT(I )#YDYTt	 71)
4,EEK( 10)•FFC( V	 ,SOS14tl) •SU.4 S( 11), XMS( 15),AYSOS(1O),YDYS(71)
C".U"1.F	 PR;t;iSIC; M	 S(,,I S t ,%O m sIXM5/ GY 5oS,YrYS
ECrUIVALFNCE	 tRtl•1),Atl•1)),(Rt )•4),^tt1)1




















C	 TO	 1 4	 s .:....
12 H==1.X/FLOATtIDtS))
14 N2 =2*N 	 _	 µ.
NF=1
r" MX ='k
I F ( N 2 .L:: . 3)	 MX=N2-1
NSt = (MX + 1)*N2-(MX*(MXt1) )f2
NXC=(?*MX+1)*N2-(MX+1)*MX
JTEST=1fi
15 00 30	 I=1,N2
30 Y I ( I) =O.()
REAO(21)	 COUNT, t( RC C( L.,J),L=1 .6),J=1,167f
FI=RFCt1,167)
IF( NI) 	 4l v4l*o31




00 14 J a 1 t 167
L F F. LF+ I
P(LF)=P`EC(19J)
I r, ( LF e E 0. .NI )	 GU	 TO	 3.1;
14 C("N TI 	 J f.'
rC Tr 7?
15 JTEST=J ♦1
nO 4C	 Ir 1. NN2CALL	 9;(Fni,, (nF KF t N 	 vHtTItYItFItNItItFtYtr)YtYFtFE)
4 YI(I)=YF(I)
T! m °'. l +FLtlhT( N I )*H
F:=NF
41 0O 42 J=I,NXM















455 IF((NO*	 K).LE.25nO)	 GO TO 4S
MNF= 2510/x.







48 N I S=MN2^
GC TO 51
49 IF(tNO*N2).LE.	 5400)	 GO TO 140
. NI S= 5000/N?
GO TO 50
14n N I S=ND
50 NGS=N D
51 LF=m







lC; AL 1.	 X R7^(u V t Y 7 r^.^ ► 	 IStVXv ^^iSQT#Y()VT9
AL L
	
I NF I Y ► nY0 N? t I ISt 9MT ► r ^
4	 R ^:'S	 J)=St°'•	 (.1)+Sc:TtJ)
^4	 J=1 ► '4?
IYSQS(J)=CYSCS(J)+f',YSOT(J)
5^• SUMS	 J)=St1`4S(JI+Stitv.T(J)
fit;+ J= .,IN 0
55 Y 1 'Y	 tJ) =YDYS(J)+Yr)YT tJ)
Dc	 5f:	 ,)_l ttiYM
- 56 XMS(J)=XYS(J)+XMT(J)
'





hC;N ♦ N I S
6^ T1aTI+TN*N
IF(NCS)	 1'?3t1:1965
65 IF (Nr.S---NIS)	 7,7951951
7A NIS=NOS
6C TO 51
10^ 00	 119	 J= 19 NSO
11n SO(J)=SQS(J)/FLOAT(NON)
a; OC
	 112	 J=1 9 N?
j-)YSC(J)=DYScS(J)/FLO AT(NON)
112 St1,%t (J) = SUYS (J) /FLOAT(NON )
00	 114	 J= ! ► NXM
114 X!0I J)=Xl%'S (J)/FLOAT(NON)












CALL	 LCC2(J3 t J 9 K2,N2 ► MX	 ) .




WRITF( 69623 )	 ( OYSQ ( J) ► J=1 ► N4)
W RITEt6t628I y...









CALL	 LOC3(J3 ► J ► K1tN2tMX)








C	 FSTIVATE THE CC7FFFICIFNTS
C
CALL CO F(I,NtNFtS (3,DYS09YCY#XMtPCtPKtAt4)
'.C; 171 J=:r
17C WRITE(6962 5) (A(J#L)tL=1#3)tR(J)
CALL R"l.YTX(Rt3 t I MARKPOETt-1)
r,<(i)=R(7t4)
F C ( I )=R{3t4)
WRI TF ( 6 9631) DET
C





175 C1LL COFF(T N,NF,SOvDYSQtYCYtXMtPCtPK,AtB)
t1} — Cl'a(I	 A(1,1)
R(1#1)=A(1.,2)
R 	 2) = A 1,3)
R{1 3}=8t1)
8(2)=B(2) -Cv(I)*A(291 )
R (2,1 ) +(?, 2)
R(292)=A(293)












WRI ,	 111)	 ( ID{ I )t1=1,8)
HK=FL..AT (K) *H
T I E=Hv9 = L0AT (NO N)
WRITE(6 # 603)	 HPTIS t HK•NON	 #TIE
DI'	 33')I=1, R
330	 ;1RITF(6 1 615)	 CM(I),EM ( l)r CK(I) 	 F.K(I)tCC ( I)#EC(I)
WRITE' (6,634)
DP	 335	 I=1,N








^? tt 	 11	 T {	 t
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6 1ir,.4?HT n TA L 	"_:.	 `?F	 SAMfI L r S	 US r- (`	 F O s1 	 FS T1 -M ATTCN	 =tIts/
0 3 1h	 T 1!A
	(`4Tr P V	 I	 f- ( 1, 	 F S T I V A T I C N
	 °r,F 	 2	 3HSCCI
b 4 FCk!a,t.T( 1H
	 1f, x,4H'a( I	 4X94HKt I34X94HCt11/3t 14 X,4HTRUEtPX,
6	 41 clH F ST I M A T E 0 v 3X) )
6 n '^ F-OR M;. T t1H(' ,3( 4 X12 E 17. F^) )
6 6*'1 F0R4ATt1H1943H?Nn KIM,ENTS Y(J)YtL)t	 L a J TO J+3	 (OR 2N)
	 nF913t
62n 112H	 P ASS
	
5 YSTri A )
621 Ff R M AT(1HMt8Xt?l'Y(, I2, 1H) t5FI.4.4)
627 FOPUT0 1i *^ 9 13HF19ST MnMENTS//t552r.A))
62; F(IlR v AT(34HOSECOND Nr IAFN I TS OF	 2^40 0EPIVATIVES//t5E?".F))
674 Fr,'P'4A T (1H(lt?^ tiFO.1),aTIC;N	 FOR	 SOLVI ,NG t I?,27HTH	 MASS	 SYST EM 	 CrEFFICIF
6 2 4 1 T S )
6Z5 FCF Y AT(1H^,3X,r15.P 9 6H *M 	 t,F,15.8 97H)*K 	+	 (,F15	 89514)*C	 =,F15.A)
626 F0^ 4^AT (1H') t 55HCRnSS MOME NTS OF	 INPUT FORCE AND Y(2J- 1) ,Y(2J),r)Yl?
626 1) )
627 F CP MAT ( 1 HI } 3X, 12 } 8HTH	 F( I RCF t 3X, 3F 14.4 )
628 F Crr 9 AT t 1H 1 9 51 H2ND ,MOMENTS OF 0Y (J) *Y (L) 9 L=J-3 rnR 1)
	 TO J+3 (OP	 ?N) )
629 FVRMATt4HODY( t I?.t4H)*Y( t I2t 3H)t7F14.4)
631 FCRMAT( 14HICF,TERMINNANT=,F2'««I?)
622 FOR M AT(31H?	 FOUATIONIS
	
%HEN C'0-	 IS	 KNGWN)
633 FCP v AT(1H0v24X,E15.8g6H*K	 +	 (,E15.9t5H)*C =,F20.8)
634 FORM AT(26HIEST'IMATES WITH MASS GIVEN)
635 FC.RmAT( iHOt38X,2(4x,2E17.9) )
4C^ STC P
ENO
S 1,;"^C`t i 1 	 .'r	 t+	 i '.li t iE"• t 	 N#i','i'	 rYI t F Tf K # t.,r vVAL t nVAL ► Y# Frc ft }
r)1 10 rfi*S I 	 Y 42 ,1	 t S 1	 ?	 S7	 2 	 S1{ ? `n	 S 4t 2	 nY12	 Y 	 7	 ^ t




n0 tr	 I=l #M
1•^ Y(T)=YIift
r-c`S=FI
CAI L DF. AF (T#Y # FCS#M#DY)
2,, S 1 ( T) =H#CY ( t)
D 0 4r	 LLs1#tr
NKw%K+ t
FCSP*FtA,K
F CS A= ( F C S +FC)S P) /2.
C COPPUTE K SUR
cl
25 00	 3C	 I*19,4
30 A(l ) s Y( l) +Slt t!/2
TA*t+H2
C
C COMPUTE K SUB 1
C. ,V.,
CALL	 CE'lF(TA	 A#FDSAr >M# ny)











50 A(I}=Y( I )+S3tIf
TA*T +N
C
C CCMPUTE K SUES 3
CALL. DERF(TArA ♦FDSP#MvDY) 
00 SD 1=10
btu S4( 1)=H*DYT 1)
T*T+H
FCSwFOSP
C' CD'NPUTF NEW VALUES OF INTEGRALS	
.
C .
DC 63 ` lxl,M I63 Y i I I = Y( I)+{ S1 t I l + 2 * *$2S I I+2 .*S3(1) + S4(1) )/6oO
CALL DERFIT#Y # FDS # M :DY! t
DD 65 I=101
65 S I t I I sH *DY I I I
00 70-1*199
LwL+1
DVAL( L ) w Y C I








.wrls^s^ rs w^sai^r^r^^^sai^ ► rsilY it r►ft^rwRAwwss^^^w ^^1/^11l1Mlrlll^Yli Ats A/Ar ^sA1 *^+^,lssr
c PUP PCS
C AUx I L I AlkY SUfIROUT INN WHICH CCMPUTFS TMF n? R I VATI VFS FOR THE
C I NT E6RAT I ONO SUP 0 0UT I N N	 AK
C OFCNr 0, ENSICN N DFCRCF FRFFCQP # SPR1Nn,NASS90A'•:P F R SYSTFM
: C EXCTTFn BY NF FORCES FROM PASS 1 Tn MASS NF WI-FRF NF .lE.N
^ n ^^w iMr.^A•w^IR !s sw+sairrrsss^sr ^l ^^At arMlri#1 wwwOFr^As^sss^r rlrii Al A/-Arts lwr At A/sAl--A.♦
nIVENSICN VAR(?C),nFRt20I,CCt1C19CK(10)vC,M(I^)






- IF(N-2)	 5 (",915915
15 06R(2)=(C,K(1)/CM(l))	 VAR(?)'-VAR(I))+( CC(I)/CM(l))*(VAR(4)-VAR(Zl)
t	 #^S/CMII)
I F ( N. FC.2)
	 CC	 TO 3^	 _F
N1^N-^1
DC 25	 I x 2, N:
DER(2*I)	 st{CK(I)/CM(I))*(VAR(2*1+1)-VAA(2*1-1))
1	 +{CC(I)/CM(1) I*IVAtR(2*I+2)-VAR(2*'A) )
1	 --(CK(1-1)/CM4I))*(VAR(2*I-1)- VAR(2*7-- 3)
1	 -{CCII- 1)/CMt Z))'^^VA1RI<?^^)	 -VARt2*I-21)
25 CnNTINUF
30 DER(2*N) =- tCK(N) /CM(N) )*VAR(2*N-1)- (CC(N)/CM(N))*VAR(2*N)
I	
-
(CK(N-1) /CM)N))*(VA1	 (2*N	 1)-VAR(2.*N -3)1-
I	 (CC(NI)/CM(N))* VAR(2*N) 	 -VAR(2*N`2))
- GC TO 1100
50 DER(2)=- ( CK(I)/CM(i))*VAR(l)-(CC(I)/CP(I))*VAR(2)+FS/CM(l)
100 RETURN




In ut Ci r ei and Output TabullLtigng for A S m
The sample problem is to simulate a five-mass system
whose parameters are
r m	 m	 .•.	 m	 a 0.66667
kl*^k	 9.3x 10 	 k	 _k	 8.3x10 4 ,k
45 * '530
x Cl : C 3 	0.9	 C 2 • C4 = 1.9
	
C5 a 0.1
The system' is to be driven at made No. 1 by a random force
Ir that'hks been digitally recorded on a magnetic digital tape.
3500 samples aiw to be simulated and used for estimation of
the momenta and the system parameters.
a)	 Input Cards











	 630. 0 	 .1






1 0 0CMENIS VIJIYILIr l + J 10 J•3 104	 211 111 5 -ASS SVS1E0
v  it 0.277:!(-tti	 0.1293F-c9 0.,?161F -06 11.,1461E-31
r VI	 21 0.1439F-('2










rl	 51 0.2629E-06	 0 ► t714E-CS 062632E-06 na81911-04
rl	 61 0.6111E -C3	 -00542IF -08 0.6321E-03 -0.591308-01
rl	 71 00206F-C6
	 (30le3pt-co 002b13F-06 0064C7E-07
rl	 AI 0.6667E-13
	 -0.652SE-01 00172QE-03
YI	 91 0.21121E-C6	 0.1804E-011
11101 9.2567E-ct
FIRST Mor^Nrs
-0.171945110E-09	 0.11294194F.-04 -.00t17114372E^•l)?+ 0.1111211'15!-04 -ft.t7671111116E-03
0.111132111E-04	 -0.176699341-03 1904110012E -04	 -91,119641071-03 0.42849163E-oS




0.127604411E-12	 O.t130tMf 03 0.61112s6SE-03
0.108909Pfil 13 0.2566111116E-02 0.30921919E 09
END Y w A1S OF 0111Jl*YlL1#L • J- 30CR	 11	 TC J•31CR 2N1
Orl	 11 611	 11 O.1293F.-09	 0.1439E-02 -0.1330E-01 C.t354E-02
DYI
	 21411	 11 =0.14428=02	 0.1254€-02 -0011SOf-02 -C*1214E-02	 0.5396E-01% r
'DVI
	 310Y1	 1 1 0.1461E-07	 0. t 354E-02 9.!23511-011 0.1216E-02
	 •0.1053[-06 •0.50768.03
OV1	 41 411	 to -O.l$90-02	 0023311E-02 -0.1276E-02 C.2967E-P4	 0.5066E-03 ►0.1111109•01	 0.61041-03
DYI	 5: mv4	 21 -0.5606E-C3




	 0.1924E-01 -0.6112E-03 C.1562E-11	 -0.632#€-03 -0.1147E-02	 -0.29211E-00 4
oYl
	 7i •VI	 41 -0.6193E-03	 0.11791E-Oe 0.4327E-03 0.163AF-011	 0.6661E-03 .0.6520E-07	 .0.1726e-113
	 r
OYI O W4 51 -0.6322E-03
	
0.1494E-02 -0.6667E-03 0.1930E-01	 -06 U2RE-03 -0.1019E-ot
4rl 914V1 61 0.92962E-05	 ,	 006401E-07 0.1721,E-03 0.111114E-08	 0.211678-02
oMIl01oY1	 71 -0.1719E-03	 0.9764E-02 -0.2967E-02 0.9311E-03
CROSS MOMENTS OF INPUT FOACt AND Y12J-11•Y12J/•11Y12J1
1TH FORGE
-0.2119E-04	 0.1342E-01	 C94641F 01
EQUATION FOR SOLVING
	 ITH MASS SYSTEM COEFFICIENTS I
C.t4421141F-026M • 1-0..10046115&-9!1165 • 1 0.14478014E-071*C * 00271914698'-04
•





`^•.; ^'II^^^^F9tl1tMJlLt .Wt2^C.ii'2Jri .^.t
t


















EQUATIONS WHEN CM IS KNOWN
-C.I0C46115E-CA*K ♦ 1 0.144? dCI4F-071*C n 	 -0.93425193E-^3
	
t*13426846E-07*K • 1-0.A4582993F-041*C =
	 -O.12563098F-01
OETERaINAANT=	 0.8516744rf-13
EQUATION FCR SOLVING 2TH MASS SYSTEM COEFFICIENTS
0.127SA'SESE-02 60 4 1-P.2C809391E-111*K • 1 0.lA73S172E- n61*C: =-0*81616081F-03
-0.2967229OF-04 *M ♦ 1 -C.10956991E-L61*K ♦ 1 -001783613NE-021*C OoIZ50290OF -Al
-O.I1341S1SE 03 *M ♦ 1 0.17824948E-C21 *K ♦ 1-O.1A83164CE-011*C n 0.12R49009F 42
OETEPMINNANT n 	-0.137C26Clf-C9
EQUATIONS WHEN CM IS KNOWN
	




-C.109'f69S7E-C6*K ♦ I-0.17836130E-021 60 n 	 -0*124PAIS4E-Ol
OETERMINA ANT=	 0.37127664E-1C
EQUATION FUR SOLVING 3TH MASS SYSTEM COEFFICIENTS
0.61122148E-03*M ♦ 1 C.30596F12E-091*K ♦ 1 0.70S17976F-081*C = 0.69176064E-m3
-0.1561845SE -03*M ♦ 1 -C.71601S26E-081*K ♦ 1 0.21573403E-041*C 8-0.67372260E-02
-O.10929123F 03*M ♦ 1 -0.21584848E-041*K ♦ 1 -0.13034393E-0 21*C =-0.92869278E ^?
OETERMINNANT=
	 -0.43641966E-12
EQUATIONS WHEN CM IS KNOWN
	
C.30598812E-C9*K • 1 0.7J51797CF-081*C =	 ft.28457380E-03
	
-C.71601526E-08*K ♦ 1 0.21573403F-C41*C =	 -0.66392884E-02
OETERMINNANT n 	 0.66516971E-14
EQUATICN FOR SOLVING 4TH MASS SYSTEM COEFFICIENTS
0.66668987E-03*M ♦ 1 -0.311 219737E-091*K • 1 0.62389190E -071*C a 0.41934446E-03
-0.19300176E-03 *M ♦ 1 -P.6691877AE-C71*K ♦ 1 -0.49393757E-031*C •-0.66128SSSE-0 2
-0.10890906F 03*M ♦ 1 0.49390024E-031*K ♦ 1 -0.10385732F.-011*C n-0.31620084E 02
OETERMINNANT=
	 0.14638914F-09
EQUATIONS WHEN CM IS KNOWN
	-0.30219731E-09*K ♦ 1 0.62309190 E-071*C =	 -0.24957123E-04
	
-0.66919778E-C1*K ♦ 1 -0.49393757E-C31*C =	 -0.64924011E-02
OETFRMINNANT=	 0.15344165F-12
157
EQUATION FOR SOLVING 5Th MASS SYSTEM COEFFICIENTS
0.25667122E-02*14 ♦ 1 -0.2821314SF-061*K 1-091603833SE-R61*C s A.IS610611F-02
-0.55110299E-03*M ♦ i-0.1801833l1E-0 61•K • 1-0.25h6A876E-0?1*C 0-0.64S94160i-05
-0.50021959E 03*M * 1 09256670220-021*K •	 1-0.53710299E-031*C a-0.198716119E 03
OETEPNINNANT*	 -0.2005PSISE-06
EQUATIONS WHEN CM IS KNOWN
-c.28217149E-06*K * 1-0.1003613SE-08I*t a -0914994060E-03





















	 IOOCPS GAIT Ci (MMfRItNI - 61/It^t3
3AMp l1N40
	
IN ► .	 1106441104 r 000141
IRANSIF'h ► 	 INV.	 r	 C.
5APPLING IN1. FOR LALCULAIING MOMFNIS n 0.0014)
TOTAL 100o Uf 4AMRLES 600 FOR lS/1MAIION • 1500
Viol	 INIF4vAl
	
Ftlr	 E'SIINAIIOM * 5.0aStC
141 11 K I I I
InUE
	 I S I IMA IfD Tau t ES ► IMA ► E rl
0.66666666E 09
	
C.66650111E C0 o.9z99490" 06 0.92915446E us
00666666661 00
	
00666258r5t 0C 0.02999999E 05 0.82969364E 05
0.66666666E 00
	
00666369SG1 00 00029999941 06 0.929641,241 06
0.66664666E 00
	
1,0 .666 42146E to 0.82999949E 04 0.02911211E 05
0066666666t 00
	 C.66641504t co 9,51P00100E 03 0.5190,9040E 01
t',S11MA ► ES *I T" MOSS LIVEN
0092944999t 06 0.92994736E 06
0. 62949449E 05 00624991* /1E 04
0.92449994E 06 0.01999406E 06
0.8299999vf 05 004Z916232E 00
0.53000000E 43 00531455 uC 03
FAF#almENl NI? r	 2	 INPUT S ►ICINUM CtASSIFI(Aflok + t















064no0lAe09 00 009a261TS2E 00
0.t100oom et 0r14Sf0 ost 91




0.09999444E- n 1,► 	 0.4736150rl.=41,




4+4 Computer Program Abstract III
General Descrit ion
This Fortran program simulates the two-dimensional,
six degrees of freedom system shown in Figure I b and whose






y2 _ m._ Y2 _ ml Y1 + m (y8_y2) + m (y?-yl) + ml
1	 1	 1 	 1
2C 2 2k2	 2C4 2k4 f2
Y4	 -	 ml Y4 -	 ml Y 3 +	 ml (Y 10 -;^ 4 )	 +	 ml (Y^-Y3)	 ml
2(C 1b 2+C 2a2+C 3 c 2+C 4 e 2 )	 2(kib2+k2a2+k3c2+k4e2)
Y6 -	
IT
	 Y6	 I1	 y5
+ 2(C eel+ C 4e2) Y	 + 2(K 3ed + K 4e2) Y11 +
I	 12	 I	 Il1	 1
2C,	 2k	 f4
Y 8	 - -,2' (Y8-Y 2) - m3 ( y 7-Y l ) + m2	 2	 2
2C 4 	2k1,	 f5
Y10 = - m2 ( y lo-Y4) - m2 (Y g-Y3) 	
+ m2
2(C 3d2+C 4 e 2 )	 2(k3d2+k4e2)
y12	 -	 I2	 y12	 I2	 yll
2(C,cd+C 4 e 2 )	 2(k3cd+k4e2)	 f6
+ 
-^ 






From the simulated equally-spaced samples of the
system dynamical outputs Y,, yi , J u l to 12 and the system
inputs f i , i •1 to 6, the second moments or time averages
of YJYk, YjYk' YJ ' fiy 2i-1' fiy2i, and fiy2i are computed
and the system parameters 
mi' Ii' k21-1' k21' 021-1' 021
for i • 1 and 2 are estimated.
b) Outputs from this program include:
1) Sample moments or time averages of
Y y , J ul to 61J ; k°j , ... , (J+7) or 12,) k
yj y k
 : J ul to 611 ; k=(J-3) or 1, ..., (J+7) or 12
yj 2 ; J u l to 12
f y^ , f__y.__ and f y ; im l to 61 21-1	 1 2i	 1 21
2) Sets of simultaneous equations for solving each
set of system parameters.










































a) Number of Mass Card
Col. 1--2 N - Number of mass for the two-dimensional.
system (N=2).
b) System Paramecer Card(s)
A card is used to specify each set of system param-
eter (mi' Ii' k21-1 ' 2i'k	 C 21-1 3 C 21 ). Therefore, N(=2)
cards are needed.
Col. 1-10 CM(I) - Floating point constant for the ith mass
coefficient
Col. 11-20 CI(I) - Floating point constant for the ith moment
of inertia




5t 4^	 ,^pJ	 a^s,y,b,1 ^°^^.'t ^^"°r};+^^i'3j ^u^fd ^ixa ,^^x i^ ^ •^	 ^r
r	 r	 .,fir r
	
6FS ii^r^^, fi 3.	 ^`	 m '	 Yom.,-	 ,^ ,	 r ;x	 r
*V _.i#f	 ..f3 .:.! n
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I
Col. 21-30 CK(2I-1) - Floating point constant for the spring
coefficient In one direction
Col. 31-40 CK(2I) - Floating point constant for the spring
coefficient in the other direction
Col. 41-50 CC(2I-1) - Floating point constant for the damper
coefficient in one direction
Col. 51-60 CC(2I) - Floating point constant for the damper
coefficient in the other direction
c)	 System Dimension Card
Col. 1-10
	 A - Floatingg point co	 r„	 natant for the distance
between C. G. of Mass 1 and 1., he spring-
dashpot unit	 (k 2 ,	 C2).
Col. 11-20 B - Floating point constant for the distance
between C. G.	 of Mass 1 and the spring-
JL dashpot unit	 (k l ,	 C1).
Col. 21-30 C - Floating point constant for the distance
between C.	 G.	 of Mass and the spring-
dashpot unit	 (k	 ,	 C	 ).3	 3
Col. 31-40 D - Floating point constant for the distance
between C.
	 G.	 of Mass 2 and the spring-
dashpot unit	 (k3 ,	 C3).
Col. 41-50 E - Floating point constant for the distance
between C. G. of Mass 2 and the spring-
dashpot unit	 (k4 ,	 C4).
R
i
SY, ri	 Y s..
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d) Number of Input Card
Col. 1-2 NF - Number of input forcing functions (NF=6)
e)	 Input Forcing Characteristics Card(s)
A
A card is used to specify each input forcing function
w characteristics.	 NF ( =6) cards are needed and they should be
arranged consecutively from I=1 to NF (6).
v
Col.	 1-5	 NVEC(I) - Index for application of forcing
function	 fi
If NVEC(I)	 < 0, f 
	 is not applied
If NVEC(I)	 > 0 2
 f 	 is applied to mass i
y
Col.	 6-10	 FOST(I) - Amplitude of sinusoid input of the ith
force, or the standard deviation of the
p
_- white noise input to a bandpass filter
whose output is the ith input force.
Col.	 11-15
	 FW(I) - Frequency (cps) of the sinusoid func-
tion or center frequency of the band-
pass filter for the ith input
Col. 16-20 FB(I)
	 - Phase shift (in degrees) with respect
to t = 0 of the sinusoid function or
bandwidth of the bandpass filter for
the ith input.
1
t s ^^	 pp	 ^ZjY.a	 Pjr+r	 ^ 	 t(F '^ i.w.F .^ 4 '^Yr.t^  ^'	 :^' at x^Y xo q	 w,	 ^1>-	 ^6 3'9. ti^^	 4	 ! ^`Srf M^^ra sr{ r^,^	 ^r	 stn	 ^ ^ 3r Fsk!	 x4 ^a sl	 } f	 1
^^yy	 t
.	 aka	
^(^f	 k*#^ .^a39^ .. "t l...s e__. ^.h^'t:^k..zr"Y'+Y"A'S r.. ^^i?^ ^iefL	 ..z ,. .^
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f
If) Simulation Specification Card
Col. 1-5
	 FREQ - Sampling frequency for simulation of the
system.	 The simulation interval is then
1/FREQ.
Col.	 6-10	 NI - Number of initial samples to be simulated
before samples are taken for estimation
of the moments and the system parameters.
Col. 11-15
	 NO - Number of samples (after initial NI
samples) to be used for estimation.
Col. 16-20
	
K - Only every kth sample (after the initial
NI samples) of the equally-spaced (of
interval 1/FREQ) samples are to be used
for estimation.
Col. 21 -25 NORUN - Number of successive times the moments
and the system parameters are to be
estimated.
Col. 26-30	 INIT - Control index for how the samples are
taken for each successive estimation.
y If INIT < 0, successive NO samples (after
the initial NI samples) taken at every
kth sample are to be used for estimation.
If INIT = 0, system is reinitialized each
time, No samples (after initial NI samples)
are used for estimation.1i
r tt ^i `t 
^^f	
,}	 f,rj	
0.°d^k	 t. ^} s
P. :tv	





t . ,	 v ^^ ^ 4'
	
v	
:' ^1 ^	 43v,^
	 f1 n^y^,# ^ 
i^ i
	
: M • si rt^z 	 . ^z c	
^.. .. _ ..
N;	 y,^r
,._	 _.	 _ _ . ^„`_^. .^ .._.. ,^ x ^_^. J^i.^2^?: 	 ►^Su ^rl+^'*.^.,",a '^#:^^^f,” .^ ^r_^. i^,+t°..!.^,:.''^4T nP "^^°d#^ik^;,'^f.
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1
1	 If INIT > 0, (after initial NI samples)
140 samples are used cummulatively each
time; that is, NO, then 2 x NO, ..., then
NORUN x HO samples are successively used
for estimation.
g) Repeat a to f for a different choice of system
parameters as many times as desired. A blank card after f
will cause a stop.
Description of Supporting; Subprograms
a) MULDEV (T , Y , F , N , NF , DY )
This Fortran subroutine computes the derivatives
as given by equation 4.4.1 for tLe integration subroutine
RKD where DY(I), I=1, N are the derivatives of Y(I),
I=1, N with respect to T. and are functions of T, Y,
and F where F(I), I=1, NF are the input forcing values
at T.
b) MULFOS (T, FOS, NF)
This Fortran subroutine generates the input forcing
functions to the system for the integration subroutine RKD,
where FOS(I), I=1 9 NF are the values of the input forcing




another for random input are included. The user can use
either one as desired, and only one is to be used at a time.
1
d) XFOT (A, NA, NVEC, B, C, NBC, I40, XM, ID)
This Fortran subroutine computes sums or averages
of product between variables of one vector and variables of
two other vectors, where
A matrix of
	
of one set of vectorsSample- NA by NO
NA - Number of variables or length of vectors stored in A
NVEC - If NVEC(I) > 0, then the ith variable of vector
stored in A is greater than 0.
B - Sample matrix of NBC by NO of the second set of
vectors
C - Sample matrix of NEC by NO of the third set of
vectors
NBC - Number of variables or length of vectors stored in
B and C
NO - Number of vectors
XM - Sums or averages of products of variables A(J)*
B(2J-1); A(J)*B(2J);
	 and A(J) *C(2J);
	 J=1, NA
ID - Control index
ID = 0, computing sums
ID 01 0, computing averages
~	
#'C ;^'^^ Y _	 f ^^^a"...a.	 S ^^^. x.. ^.r ^	






e) The descriptions for subprograms RKD, PAMSQT, XSQ,
LOC2, LOC3, and RLMTX are given in Section 4.2.
Listing of the Main Program and the Subprogram
The main program and only the subprograms MULDEV,
MULFOS, and XFOT are listed since the other subprograms
have already been listed in Section 4.2.'
#{	 _	
a 














.GT. 0 AL SAMPLES USEC FCR SLCCESIVE ESTINATICA CF MCMENTS
.Eta. 0 EACH SUCCESIVS Rt,N IS REthITIALIZEO
.LT. C NC SAMPLES SEC FCit S4CCESIVE ESTIbATtCN CF NCNEATS
I
CO{1)=t0*N f*CC( 1)♦( o *A )*CC(e) + (C*C)*CC( 3)+tE*E!*CC t4!
xiidt"	
-_	
-:wes^r^.^eR:z aaa	 -..I cs .^Il,.'RlMR.rMe: s: -	 -	 •	 n	 a
.^	 168
G	 Ph't.G;tiAP TO SINLLAtE VULTtGENE nst L'h aL 2 NjaS:,SPRiPG Anca DAMPER
rC	 SWEi%^ AND ESTIPATF TfiF PARAPEHAS
C
t lkCNSlCN CC(4)tCK(4),CM12),CI(2),FS(6 ),Y(48CC)90Y(4nCG)fYE(2019
1F12400)9hC( 4),EK( 4) , EM( 2),YI(2t ),EI(21,hVCC(E),Fi%(6),FDib1,
2VOST( 6),t3C(6),	 SQ(dC). s0(2c),xN(3^),FIf6), 	 A13 * 41





5 REQC (50W h
,R 1F,( n ) `4 (,'Ct40C,8
8 KE:AC( 595C1) (CP( I),CI(t),CK(2 • I-1),CK ( 2*1),CC ( 2*I-1),CC(2*1),
1 I=l,n)
REAC(5 9 SCI) A,D,C,C,E
REAC ( 59503) nF9( NVEC(I) , FCS7(t),Fw(l),FD ( I)91=19nF)
REAC(5,5W FREC , h1vN0tK ,nCOL N ,IAIT
.OA(2)=(0*(#}*CK(I)+tA*Al*CK(2)+(C*C)MCK(3)+(E*E)*CK(4)








IF (n2.LE.6) a x =N2-1
CO ltd I=1,hF
iF tnvFC t t) .LE.0) GC) 70 I
9H=^.2^31t15*F^D t I)*H






u IvSC^INX+1)*N2—lNX*tM)( +11 )/s °...	 .,
K XN =3*NF
W .	 NXC=t2 * tw`Xrrll *N2^ #NX +11*MX
IF(NS,Q.GT.80) GC TO 350;
	
> .,...,t.,._.4	 IF (hXIA
 GT.3Q) GO TO 350 ,




















3 Y  t I )00. 
Ti w ..t	 1	 F	 ^ y ,,
CALL FULFOS(TI*FtrNF
IF(hi.LEo0) CC TC 41
	
•	 r	 ^..CALL kKCt[tslfVrNULFtTSiN^tAFi f t i^1^ * t *^ 	 "::




4C Y t (I ) = Yf  t 1 l	 A..,	 ..
T Is	 FLCATIN I ! *h	
,^.	
°x	 + « .Y














-	 v s	 ,_	 s	 cs	 x  	 a =	 7t	 iMk ^y► 	 # r +^wR'	 ^GYSCS(J) no.ff	 .
44 SUN$ t,1)*0 4








s	 f.,,.	 .q	 ..	 -	 x	 :r 	 Aotb WA xs	 : i'`	 ?^',
-455 i F t ( N0*hF) .LE.24C0! GO 10' 4S
MNFa24CO,/NF
I F f ( hC*N2) .LE.48C0) `Q TO '46
1*N2= 48©D/K2
	
'lF (NhF- AN2) 46t46r48	 .^, 1 ^.
4 6 NI S=MNF
_.
	 . 
G O TO SO -
48 N I S=NN2 
GC T c 5C
x
49 IF((NO h2).LE. 4800I GO TO 140w
NISs 48CC/X2 ^^AxT`;;'
Go ic so*




51 CALL PKCtMULCEVrMUlFt3SrNZ9hFif4tTtoYIrF1^K Nts ±iflorgri.^r^^''z ^ ^	 y	 *Yak ^ 1#'^	 tCALL PAM S4TtY ; N2-01l1rMX SOT.tSUMTv.Gl
a	 ....	 t	 x . yr- `	 x ' :{:-	 ,x a	 v!s`. 7	 ^ _Sa .f'^SFi^ :^C A L L /`'^ : C t0VrY r k2 ♦ N lSvN X vDV fQT r Y^ Z
CALL XfCT(FoNF INVEC#VtCV tN$ N14*Xl47i0)	 K
hCS=Nt3 S , f— iS	 ' E,	 ,,	 .^ a 	 z	 sr.^7r:.na +eFF	 rl . asvv +^ ^A*efrr^ueil +varr*^1e"	 y`..nt •#. adk^+
^kx•W^'F'1"^"'^yy.{pTr+^,,r
^




CYSOS - CJ f s0VSC S t J l +DYSQT I J I•r
54 $UPS( J )='SUMSW * SUNTIJ	 :`	 r=^	 ^►
.., «.....,«. .._ }.., m... C0
	
55 J= l ► NXC	 ^ ..
	
^.. a x+wc a:wxt .,xr+..^ f. a, ru.xx.-^.,.	 v,.y ^x nx` .k +tx ;f^lb .^ ,,,^a y#^WiMp, t#e+r	 ^ iA►F
55 YDVS(J)&YDY$(J)-#YVY7(J-)e"^^-
56 XMS4 Jf= XM S(J )+ XPT(J1``
«	 u
 CC 58 J 1t	 w 
^y ~^ 
. 5 8  Y I tJ • *YE CJ	 a	 '9:	 'S	 't a ^ ; a 4r	 '#i	 #a^	 a/°e ,. xf	 .,k`a	 L
	
 .:^...w.. m<w..rur+ns:,s..rrov=}.r r ,.ta .} 	 ..+ .r.., iFp.: ,.. ,^ w.ar^Rw^iw .4!`s....a.t-^k^Y^-*w^.F^y':v+.: x1 . ••R*Ni^:4'+'	 i4^M ^r+b«^eufwF,+4^"w''+! ,Fi1F+wF•' a-Md	 ^ ,WMr^!1^','
TN=A I S*It	 ^	 :^,	 x •
60 fT=Tt+TN*W
I F ^ t 1#1f3- ^5 ,	 a	 Ty,.
	




^.... «...v.*... ,... »..*—*e'— , 	.	 ...+.»:.+.:	 .-.. ... +vas. x,. m	 +»+H«:yi . '+airq m. AtilfaN++r ki^k+^	 ^+r+(-aw A} M	 •,e AIM ia-^F"'''
fi r,?:	 err	 a t'
r	 ^ ^	
t	 x	 ,
_..........n» ...,>,.x„a.ru....ess...,. ♦ 	 aqa., ,. aMy+M1.:.#, x•... #. ,-^ x;a ro	 xx..	 ,i .'t-> Y	 z A^x	 •a+^e'r	 ^¢ x „^
	













	h#4 IT F TF E ML VENTS
C
IOG CC, 11t J=1 9NS(d'
I1C S.(J)=SCS(J)/FLCAT(NCN)
CC 112 Jul,ri2






























CO 165 J =19NF
165 WRI7E(6,627) NVEC(J), XM(3*J-2),XM(3*J-I),Xa(3*J)
C,




C	 FCR F(4).GT. U CR BCTN F( 4) ANC F( ) .LE.O
C

















iCALL LCC3($#,'gK2,N2tMX) 	 171
Ce
	 IF tt%VE:.(4)9LtE.%") GU TO lEC








R(1,4) v O.5 * X M( 1C)













	 GO TC 18;
C












R I T E (b , ,^ 31) . d E T





CALL LCC2( 9#49K2 ► N2,M.'.)




R( 1,2) a SC t ")y-SC(92)
C A'LL' L ,C ' iI p 10 t K 1, N 2 r M ^tC2 (1	 )
CA1 L LCCw(10, 49K2rN2*V X )
..._._.
	 R(,2t1)=SQ(K1)-SC(K2)
GAi t 1 f"C_ g t4:_ 1n .KI.N2.MX)
F17 2,
	




R t1,3)=(1.g* t xNt 13) — YDY(KI)^ENt2) )
R( 2,3I^C.5*tXN114)-YOY(K2) ► EMt2))	 ,
J=4
4wPITE(6,610) JrJ
w^ITEiGr^.33) t(kiLrJ)rJ=lr2)•l a l•$!	
_
CALL kLNTX(Kr2r1rMAkK;C ET r-1)
hR I TE(6r631) CET
EC t4) =Rtl•3)
EKt O R1 2.3)
GC TO 25C
IF	 EC	 GT C ) no TG 21C39C	 tn v	 t.).	 .
C
	





WRI7E(6 9 633) { (F^tLrJ) rJ=lr.) •L lr2)	 `
CALL RLN7X (R,2.1•MARK, CETr—I)
kFtTL(69t31) CET





C	 F(5) .GT. Q ANC F(4) .LE. Cr ESTIMATE CM # K,(4) 'AND M( g ) FIRST
r
210 Rt1.3)	 0.5*YCY(K1)
- 9(2.3) _ ^,.5*YCY(K^)

















C	 ESTIMATE C(3) ANC K(3)
CALL LCC2 (8.7, K1rN2r MX)'
	
. <.n	 >.rAI I	 1 ri 7 /'f_S_ III _[U'J_'UVI ..,.... 	 x	 tip...	 _
' f	 .-f. . s'' yaa. r.^, 	',t;	 k^z^^hr'"a""' y, r	 ` 1 :^`	 1"t
#j,^^,r^ya ,sa, ^ ^' +y e +^"^ r!^ t ^, 1a + ^	 ^ i ,	 ^	 ^ ^












R( 1	 rc S C. K I	 S C. ( K 4 
C /I LL L.CC2 ( 9 1	 2 0 N1 2 9 lvX
R ( 2 r2)  = S( %^(K1) — SC(K2)
CA I. L L C- C 2 ( 7 t 7 9 K I v N 2 t sy X
CALL LCL2(7,lqK2qN2tFX)










WRITE(6 t 633) ((R(LvJ)q Jult2 ) tL=192)
CALL RLlvTX(kv2,ltMARKtCET9-1)











CALL LCC2(11 # 5vK4tN29mx)
CALL LCC3(11912vK5•N2tYX)
EI(2)=(2.0*(EC(3)* SQ(K2)+EC ( 4)*SC(K4) — EC(5)*SQ ( Kl)—ED(61*SC(K3)),,
I XtO ( 16)) /YCY (Kr.,O
C
C	 ESTIMATE C(l)tK(l) AND MM
C
—	 I .	 . +1 11.1	 nI
CALL LCC2(2,IvK1IN2•MX)
R l i 1 )=SC ( Kl
P2)=SC(KI)
CAL^., LCC2(lt1,K1vN29mx)










CALL LCC2( 8p1rK lq N2,tPX)
CALL LCC2(2,w 1•jK2,r N2fmx)
CALL LCC2(7v1*K3qN2*MX)









R(2, 41=EC(3	 S^ (K1) — KC(K 4))+ EKt3)*(SW(K3) — SC(K2))+Q.5*XN(2)	 4
CALL	 LCC3(et2 ► Kl9N?vVX)
CALL	 LCC?(.?9;,K21 t%2tMX) t
CALL	 L:C:(7•2'.K3,R2vPX)
LALL	 LCC? (1, 2 • K4,N20'X )
Ot('.,4)=EC(3),%(YCY(Kl)—YDY(K2))•EK(3)*(YDY(K3)— YOY(K4))+4.5*XN(3)
I= 1 ^




















































EO(1)=( H* b)*EC(I) ♦( A*A)* EC(2)+(C*C)*EC(3)+(E *E)*EC(4)	 i





















`'$rF,'^ VA^"	 ^	 F4k	 t 9.ti T"4" k^	 t 
	 ^.^ 
	
1	 !	 4Y	 y sri	 .
f	 ei^ 	 k fb	 0..,+j





,,r• 4 L L t.4! ♦ & e	 t f. : t fV L t ilx )
CALL LCC2( '^,; .K3t 1 Gt "^ )
C.'&LL L C C 2 ( I 	 K4,h2,,`9X)











MK=F LCPT (K )*l-
T I E=F*FL,CAT (NCN)	 •




	 (ItCM (I)tEM ( I)vCI(I)vEI(I)91=192)
NCt^LN=ACHUK-1
IF(NC , LN) .v5934Z
34t'i l t I N I T ) 41, 159455
350 wR IT E ( 6,636) NSC ,NXM9NXQ
500 FCRN AT ( 12)
501 FCHtv AT (6F16.I )
503 FCENPI (I2/( 15.3F5.1))
506 FCIl#VAT(F5.3t:I5)
600 FCRPAT (53HlEST INATI,C^N CF TI-E PARAMETERS OF THE SIMLLATEG SYSTEM)
601 FU PAT (lr+ +'.v 18FNG OF EXCITATICN a , I3/(17HOPOR THE FORCE N09I2v
60114Xt11HANFLITL0E =rFl0-214X9lEHCENTER FRECLENCY =vF1092t4X9
012 27FPHASE ShIFT CR BANC hILTI =vFlC.2) )
603 FCAPAT (IHW t 3CHSAMPL ING INT. FCR SI MULAT ICN atF8.5/
60311HO,16HTRANSIFNT IN'f. =	 tFIC.2/
60321HC939MSAMPLING INT.. FCR CALCLLATING NCNENTS =vF@.a/
6C321Hr 1 4211TCTAL NC. OF SAMPLES LSEO FCR ESTIMATION = t I6/
603431FOTI1V E INTERVAL FOR ESTINATUN zwFIC.20HSEC)
6G4 FGRMAT(	 1NU t 2 (20X9 i► HTRUEv18X9.5HES7INA7EO) )
606 FGRNAT12 g HIESTIMATION OF 111-E NCME:NTS CF 9 I2912H PASS SYSTEM)
610 FCH IYAT(24Ht ECUATIGN FOR SCLVING C(vllv4H) tK(9I1'v1H) )
62C FCRNAT (lH0v4GN2NC MOMENTS N WY(L1 9 L=J TO J +7 (CR 2N))
621 FORMAT (li-092Xt2FY(,I2,lh)tEE14.4)
622 FCRMAT(25HCFIRST MOMENTS OF Y(J)vJ=1t2N//(5E20.8))
623 FCkNAT(43HOSECCNC MOMENTS CF CERIVATIVES 0Y(J)vJ=1v2N//( 5E20.8))
624 FORMAT(24HOEWVATION FOR SOLVING C(tI1v4H)vK(tI198H) AND M(vllt1H))
625 F0RNAT(1H0v3X t E15.3 9 6H*C + (,E1E.89?H)*K + (vE15.895H! *M =tE15.8)
626 FCRMAT(1F0953HCRGSS MOMENIS.CF INPUT FCACE AND Y(2j-1)tY(2J)tDY(2
6261))
627 FORNAT(lF0v3X9I2t8FTM FCRCE93Xt3E14.4)
628 ;: 0RNAT(1N0951H2NC MOMENTS CF CY(J)*Y(L)9L=J-7,CR 1) TO J +7(CR 2N))
629 FUFMAT(4HORY( 912t4H)*Y(tl2vll-)/(12X,t7E14.4))
631 FORMAT(14HCOETERMINN,AN7 =tE2C.E)
632 F0FNAT(31H0	 ECUATIONS ki-EN CV IS KNCMN)
633 F®RNAT(lH0 t 24X 9 E15.8 9 6H*C ♦ ( vE1..895H)*K stE20.8)
635 F O RMAT (lHO9 31Xv4 f-C(I) t4SX94h. K(I) t/(?HCI=tt lv2( ICXt:2E20 * 8)) )
636 FORMAT (40HlAT LEAST ONE OF Ti-,E FCLLCtiING NGS. hSC=tI2 t 6Hv.' NXN=vI2
6361 t6h9 NXC s 9 I3944H IS'GKEATER TF'AN THE CCRRESPONDING 809309 140 )




SUPPCU'r I N L	 Ykl LLtV( f l Y,r-	 K 9 NF,Ctr )
t;IVF.NSI^,N	 CM(2),CI(v)rCK	 9LCt4)9CJ(6)9Y(12)9Fi6)9t)Yt12)
Ct.h +PLIN	 C N,C'LvCC,CK9 V CC
c ;(1)=(L^*i^	 OCC	 1) 4(t=4=A) *C C(2) +( C* C) *C C(2)+(E*c)*CC (4)
C LO'D	 2)=(U'	 C K(I)*( A4, A)*CK(2)+(C*C)*CK(3)+(E*E)*CK(4)
G L't';	 3) =(C4t;)x=LC.(3) +(U:*E)=.'CC(4)
C CC(4)= (C4 D ) *CKt3)+(L*E)*CK(4
C CC(5)=(C*%1;4CC12)+(E*E;)*CC(4)
a C CC(E)=(C*0)4,GK(3)+(E*E)*CK(4)
C N2 =N /2
CC	 It,	 I=1,N2
1C	 CY(3*I-1 ► =Y(Z*I)
CY(?.)	 =	 —(2.0/CN(1))	 *	 (CC(1)#Y(2)	 +	 CC(3)*(Y(2)—Y(8))
1	 +	 CK(1)*Y(l)	 +	 CK(3)*(Y(1)—Y(7)))	 +	 F(1)/CM(1)
CY(4)
	 =	 —(2.C1CN(1))	 *	 (C(;(2)*Y(4)	 +	 CC(4MY(4)—V(IC))
j 1	 +	 (K(2) 4 Y(3)	 +	 CK(4) *(Y('3)—Y(5)))	 +	 F(2) /CM(1)
DY(a)
	 =	 —(?_.G/CI(1))	 *	 (00(1)*Y(6)	 +CC(2)*Y(5)	 —	 CC(3)*Y(12)
1	 —	 CC(4)*Y(1I))	 +	 F(3)/CI(1)
ZYdE)	 =	 (2.01CM(2))	 *	 (CC(3)+(Y(2) — Y(E))	 +	 CK(3)*(Y(1)—YM))
1	 +	 F(4)/CM(2)
DY(1,)	 (2.6'/CN(2))	 *	 (CCt4)*(Y(4)—V(10))	 +	 CK(4)*(Y(3)—Y(9)))
1 + F(5)/CiAM
OY(12)











IF (NVEC M .LE.C) GO TO	 IC
THETA=6.283185*(T*FW(I)+FB(I) /36C.)









 ^'r^'^Srg•'^^^f'!^„7^y.^^6^E'F^cfi^viy"^.^`^C,^` ^'Y. riary*. x r	 ^ k r ,ryar
r''^"i
	
i^ w	 ^	 iw 1	 .e	 ^	 tt	 r	 s
n17,1
Su ^ r it {1i\C t- t,L i i	 t°	 rNI 1
^1lJ r:vf` I°s'^ ',-1	 t,it:sfrCC(<r)9CKt	 01; 6)9ig VLL(f,)tFUitt'.) t F	 6 ) 0
3 ►= t°wT	 re.ltXF{	 1
M'IPU,	 LtO t Cl rC^.rt:t<rtic^tr^ViCrFCS'^ri yrr '1 rGIS
ar 2,	 :.1 t N
IF(KV.- Ct I ).l.f,.+') C,	 TO 1.'
TFNF=)°C'S1 t I	 t Ul—'N L )
FL,St I)-,^:ISt.,I fix { IrI)+CISt2.1)*XFt2 ,11+C1St3r1 )*tTENP— XRtI3)
XF(2r I 	 t It I I
XFI:rI)=Ft'StI)
XA H )wTEwP
GL T (, 2
10 FOSt I>=ti+.
^. :.. 20` CCNT INUE	 ..
PETLRN
SNC
>	 Ce .	 •a
+fir-
--
i —r•r+rrrrr—r^i ri r^---------iil--—ii—r—r^^^1 ii^^sii--^f/1i^
C PURPCSE
C TC CCMPUTC CkCSS MCMENT CF A(J)*E(2*J-1)rA(J)*E(2*J)
C ANC	 A(J)*C(2*J)
C A	 — BASE	 CATA	 PATF'IX,NA	 BY NC
C NA — NC&CF VARIAULES OF A
« `	
C.. 
AVEC —	 IF NVE	 t I)	 .G1`. CrTPEN AMI !	 .GT. 0
C E	 — CRCSS VAFIAbLF DATA MATRIX
C C —	 CkCSS VAkIABL4 DATA MATRIX
C N3C—NG.CF VARIABLES OF	 @ ANG Cr	 NO	 . GE.	 ( 2 *NA)
C NO — NC.CF CHSF,kVATIUNS
C XM — CPCSS NOMENTS,MATRIX OF	 3*NA




^i- -rr^►r—iM rrri ri riii i 00 ii-'-ri—iriii ii---iia►M iii.WilM
SUEROU T INE	 X. FOT(ArNA-PNVECrErCrN B CrNC1XW9I0)
CINENSICN	 A(l)rE(l ) rXM(3)	 rC(l)rPVEC(I)
N3 =3 *Nay,,,.,.....°	 .,,.^.. CO	 10 J=1 r N 3	 .
10 XM(J)=Coo










XM ( 3*J =2)=XM ( 3*J r-2 )+A( 1 JA) * E i I J 10)














a #. ^^'»fi3 
`wed " t^ i. ,r ^	 f"'t,^` 
^ k^.. '` s r	 ¥ j	 "*'.'
r A'
,_.
	 `	 v	 7 .^s: ",. td.:
176
Input Cards and Output Tabulations for a Sample Problem
The sample problem is to simulate a two-dimensional,




 s 0.26 ,
	 I1 s
 I 2 = 70
k  = k 3 = 10 5
	,	 k2 = k4
 = 4 x 105
C 1 . C 3 : 10
	 ,	 C2 = C 4 = 20
a = 10 , b = 20 2
 C = 15 , d a
 6 , e = 12
The system is to be driven by three independent
random forces f4 , f 5 , and f6
 applied onto mass 2. Each
random force is generated by passim; a white noise of standard
deviation 30 through a bandpass filter with center fre-
quency 70 cps and bandwidth 20 cps. The sampling fre-
quency is to be 2000 cps and 2000 samples are to be generated




Col. 1 6	 11	 16	 21	 26	 31	 36	 41	 46	 51

























70.0 100000.0 400000.0 10.0	 20.0
70.0 100000.0 400000.0 10.0	 20.0
20.0 15.0 6.0 12.0
1	 1
b) Sample Output
fbIIM AIIt t:	 xi	 Im	 ti y iii	 t	 ,	 rrrt;	 4Itt,r
t1aSI
	
Mikt^ i', 	 tt	 VIJI•d«i.IN
«b^` 1* i. 11*t -	 1	 ,«. ,x-. V( I w F -1 4	 - I«.iu	 i fiF-+ l ./( .^" }	 ?r! ► dp. 'i l M 'f	 t sf fi	 -mss t I - '"R4 ft ^}'-N•
+/)!e" i40 U4	 I#It*it f«	 R. # tn.W-?41-#4	 't
	 140+011-114
•i«.'l+r? f if ►t•.:t 	 .r ,`If41tt	 +_tr
?Ai	 r l mo,	 r(d)rlli«
	 t« 1	 1,-	 aft	 it 	 6Nt
XI	 1 ► 	 •fy	 ,'Pt w,:i	 ' . 115It-C+	 I	 «f ► t°° fa ll	 .; ,^,R+,^I.;.,	 +"l31wr« t»1:	 -^',IIV4-tor	 Clt^42fiF^*+t7	 -1"!i4lftt-I^i
v 	 it	 x «11«,rt.^	 1	 f,f iyla,- 1,	 .14M01 - •'4-h	 r«14'+al- •_	 r#44%F-')p	 t) . l f+^tF-F1	 A!l^1t1P*t!^
x	 «°flf^t^ , 	 «+ a1 	 t rg	 . ' 4ti.'f-19	 1r ! 1?	 1 ► ^l r 	 •21	 .F	 1	 r441f1	 i" +I 	 I!!*54lE^+'
XI	 41	 ^ 7ic} it s	 l	 as * 4 f it "I - 1^'	 s^^f .f-^r	 i ,111t "}«Y1	 4.11941	 ' 4	 it/6lttfw11N	 f ,1142t<-11!	 ^lt^lpPf-0!
XI	 'i	 .h ` 1#^I,-14 « talrlxl.	 «Ili f -1.^ 	 . 1 l7t < ,.	 >t«+fttkwl^it	 .tat^l4t F-I 04 !llal4E w 13	 =I«^^tt^El^+17!
XI	 t 	 4?r-"#
	 ' . 7ft	 l-i'	 -h ,a?tA^-rY	 "«jtllt «! 2	 +'•t?"+s +1 -f!t`
Y1	 11	 ,t+t l{-	 F	 1 «s`^aP'f ► 	F	 ^ '?.^iff'IE- 1t 	 «.# 4 '1t#-"l	 r »l	 f	 }-11	 -^^•4^	 +^	 -
Xi	 t1	 t.t?'	 t =s.i	 .•*7tt	 C1	 •W41114	 11.1+1041 .{K 	 ^«*?'411•+`4
1'1
	
41	 f .f « ^rrr -r9	 t «w^a7 +rF+$4
	 ^^: .Ia^N#' - 1,t	 a«tf:t^t-:9
YltCl	 =. 74 It-'	 10411, ?t -t5	 -	 111 f4r-C!!
Yt tZt	 C .tl"^7F-C I
SE(J)hc -4c ► III V, ► ` Y- 	 (414 1011YtS	 Pvlo.fJ * 10 	 iii
t •1t ` 4ka71t. ► ^1 	, , 4441lkltl	 1`4	 ^.ZAS,1 il isll-''.l	 t,10149671E	 M	 9!«JAf}1441721'-^A
to4*C142t !l-`J2	 k.. w2fr!ff1-"I
	
+x«9A!k"4mot	 r 4	 11.tit*3t^11r-^1	 1,T^a++la27^ ^4
{
J
w:l.It56r+tYt -1i 	 ° .If"+F4ilit*C1
1




'	 1'111+:3!?-"r	 n.1155F =ri 	 ^.t;th1,1-G^	 1".141040-S.'4	 1`.11 141 -^R	 14141!1!1.11	 f'0.^441'lf-Or
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We have developed analytically and presented numerical
examples of a parameter identification approach when the
dynamical structure of the system is known. We have also
constructed the program for system simulation and identi-
fication of chainlike systems in Chapter IV. Equivalently,
we have studied systems of known differential equations with
unknown parameters. We have seen in Chapter II that these
parameters can be theoretically identified by random as well
as sinusoidal excitations. The identification procedure makes
use of displacement and velocity as well as acceleration
information. The method is very straightforward, it does
not make use of subtle theoretical points. Even more, on
the basis of the simulation experiments of Chapter III, we
see that the technique works and works well. The technique
does not appear to be sensitive to the type of excitation
used. Random excitations of various spectral properties as
well as sinusoidal excitations with frequency in a wide
range all yield very good parameter estimates.
The procedure that is to be applied when identifying
a real system that can be described by linear differential
^':^	 k 	 x:'	 rl'"	 'prY '	 ; •;t .	 ^ "2r y^;
	 ^	 ^ 1
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equations is reasonably simple. If the identification is to
be done digitally, then the displacement, velocity, and accel-
eration data as well as the excitation data should be roughly
digitized at a rate 5 - 10 times greater than the highest fPe-
quency present. This is rough, but it is sufficient to obtain
some estimate of the highest frequency through oscilloscope
observations. A record of sufficient length to cover 5 - 10
cycles at the lowest frequency present will then suffice for
identification purposes. If steady-state conditions have been
achieved for a random excitation, then varioLis imoments will
be zero making the estimation equations simpler. However, if
all moments are kept regarding them merely as time averages,
one does not need to reflect upon whether the system is in
steady state. In the event the system is being excited by
sinusoidal oscillations and is in the steady State, then not
all parameters can be estimated. Identification by sinusoidal
excitations is best achieved during the transient stage of
the dynamics of the system.
One very significant point that must be re-iterated is
that this is a direct method, it is not a search technique.
Hence, the relative magnitudes of the parameters do not pre-
sent the problem common to all search techniques. The problem1	 involved is the size of the step that must be taken for search-
ing parameters. When parameters are large, a small step will
get one to the correct value;
	 -t ),graraeter is small, one
can easily exceed the para.me c ::r , °^ ') ,.,,^ in one step.
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This is evident in many of the examplas we presented
in Chapter III where the parameter values are many orders of
magnitude apart. Yet, as we have seen the parameter estimates
are amazingly accurate., by the proposed technique.
Although we have not developed the details during the
period of the present contract, it is clear that the same
approach will be applicable to non-linear systems whose
dynamics are describable by differential equations with
polynomial non-linearities and unknown constant coefficients.
It could be of significant interest and applicability to study
the present parameter identification approach for non-linear
systems.
The major point to be settled relative to the present
study is the practicability of the present approach with
acceleration and excitation data only. If this can be
affirmatively resolved then parameter estimation by the
present technique should become a useful and commonly used
procedure.
We shall close this report by stating emphatically
that our motivation was to bring forth what appears to be a
useful idea, not a deep idea nor an idea for which one can
only feel a desire to study theoretically. Our analysis of
the idea as well as the great number of simulation experi-
ments reflects the attitude with which we have performed this
study. Thus, we did not look at this idea in all generality
187
or from the purely fundamental theoretical point of view.
We were interested most of all in how well the idea works.
We sincerely hope that the present study can be looked
upon as having practical significance as it relates especially
to present-day engineering problems.
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APPENDIX
THE CONCEPT OF THE GAUSSIAI4 WHITE NOISE PROCESS
It has been stated throughout the development and study
of the present parameter estimation technique that the
Gaussian white noise is an unsuitable excitation for a system
that is undergoing investigation by the proposed identifica-
tion technique. This point has been brought out in Chapter
II of this final report.
The detailed reasons behind this statement shall
be developed and discussed in this appendix.
The Wiener process is a Gaussian process with sta-
tionary independent increments. It satisfies,








for any t 4 > t 3 ? t 2 > t 
(I,1)
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Condition I.1 (c) yields the statistical stationarity
of the increment [B(t)-B(s)], and condition I.1 (d) yields
the independence of the increments. The joint density
function for the B-process at times 0 < t i < see < to is
given by the Gaussian density function.
f(x l ,t l ; x 2 ,t L ; .. e x








2Q 2	t1	 i=1 r i+ 1 	 ti (I.2)
It is known that the sample functions of the B-process are
continuous and nowhere differentiable. These classical
results were obtained by Norbert Wiener and are the primary
reason that the process bears his name. We note that the
non-differentiability of the sample functions make this
process somewhat unacceptajle as a model of displacements
of actual physical particles in which velocities and accelera-
tions are present because the process does not possess
velocities and accelerations.
The pathological properties of the Gaussian white
noise are primarily due to the non-differentiability of the




f(A) eiAT dA (I.4)
Strictly speaking, a white noise process can never occur in

















A white noise refers to any .noise for which the spectral
density function
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is supposed to exist and be constant for allae ( —co , co ). Thus,
the term "white" means that the noise contains all frequencies
of the same average power.
The Gaussian white noise is a white noise for which
the distribution functions are Gaussian.
We recall that the power spectral density and the
covariance are Fourier transform pairs. This is referred to




0 2	r(0)	 f(A) dA	 (I.5)
which is not a convergent integral for f(A) constant.
It follows that the covariance of the W-process (white
noise) is given as,
E{W(s) W(t))
	 =	 a 2 5kt -3) 	 (I.6)
where	 6 represents the impulse function. That is,
6(T)	 =	 0,	 T Pf 0	 (a)
CO
S(T)  dT = 1	 (b)
Hence, no matter how near t l , t 2
 are, if t l 4^
 t 2 , then
W(t l ), W(t 2 ) are uncorrelated. But even more, since the
process is Gaussian, then W(t 1 ), W(t 2 ) are not only
uncorrelated, but they are actually independent of one
another.
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If one first stops a moment and reflects upon what the .
preceding statements imply for the sample functions, the patho-
logical nature of Gaussian White Noise becomes apparent. Indeed
if we may quote Doob on page 78 of his treatise, "These processes
(independent or purely random) are discussed only in the discreteP	 P	 Y	 Y
parameter case, since the sample functions in the continuous
parameter case are too irregular to arise in practice."
We recall that all of the regularity properties of analysis
(such as continuity, differentiability, etc.) depend upon the
relative values of a function for argument values that are close
to one another.
However, as we have seen above, the values of the Gaussian
White Noise sample3 are completely independent no matter how
close the arguments t l , t 2	are to one another.
	
We must expect
- therefore, that the sample functions for the Gaussian White
Noise to be quite pathological and unnatural.	 In fact, as we
have seen, the Gaussian White Noise is only a mathematical abstrac-
tion that cannot be represented in nature.	 We shall continue
our discussion with an approach to the White Noise process that
brings these points clearly to the surface..
One rather useful way in which one can think of a White Noise
is to consider initially a process with a covariance of the form,









The spectral density corresponding to the covariance 1.8 is
w







	If we let C, a-*a
 so that	 (_ ^a) is constant, then one obtains
a
the constant spectral density.
	
We notJce that for C. a-►w




Ce-a(TI a 0	 for all T # 0.	 (I.10)
The limit I.10 comes from the fact that the exponential beats
any power and C,a approach infinity at the same rate. We have,
furthermore,
C	 e-01TIdT = C( ?) = 2n(C ) + constant.	 (I.11)a	 na
0
All of the results above may be summarized and put into order
as follows.
We consider the Gaussian White Noise W(t), te(- w , w ). We
have re-established by limiting operations
a) the covariance function must be an impulse function.
This follows from I.10,, I.11.
	
Thus, W(t ) is uncor-
related at any two distinct times. That is, t  # t2
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implies
E(W(t 1 Mt 2  • 0
b) Since W(t) is Gaussian, then a) implies it is com-




statistically independent of W(t 2).
Now let us consider (4 C a (t), te[ o, • ]), a Gaussian process
or which E(CC 
a 
(t) ) • 0 and
s
1 MEC,a	 C, ool(I.12(t) F 	(t+T)) • Ce'aITI	 )
From the mean square calculus theorem we kno^ that
t
yC,a(t)
	 fo F-C'a ( T )dT	 (I.13)
exists as an integral in the mean square sense. Furthermore,
(yC,a(t), te[o, m ]) is a Gaussian process for which P(yC'a (0) • 0) = 1
and E(yC,a (t))
 • 0.
Now, we are interested in what happens to yC'a(t) as the
covariance of CC,, (t) goes to the impulse function limit that
we described above. The random variables &C a (t) will approachO
W(t).
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;(yC 'a (t)}	 = E(	 dT	 dTdT2 ^ C'a ( T 1 ) x.101 2)}O	 o
	t 	 t
=	 o dT l fo dT2 E(C C 0 ( T 1 ) C C sa ( T 2 )}	 (I.14)
3
(because^ C a (T 1 ) C a (T 2 ) are absolutely integrable and their










=	 t d T
	
Ti d
T Ce-a (T 1 -T 2 ) + tdT 	
T 




t o	 2	 fo 2 f o	 1'
= 2 t dT. fTl dT	 Ce-a(Tl-T2)
O	 O	 2
= 2C [T + 1 
e-aT1] t
a	 1	 a	 o
-^ 0 2 t as C, a-►w in such a way that Cwa
is constant.
We now have that y C ,, a (t) -o- B (t) as tC , a (t) -o W (t) through
covariances, where
	
E(B 2 (t) ) = alt.	 (1.15)
1^F
Furthermore, for any ( t l , t 2 ), we obtain in the same fa3hion
as above that
E(IB(t ) -2	 1B(t )12)	 s 021t 2-t-t 1.	 (I.16)
Now suppose that t i <t 2 <t 3 then
E Q B(t3)-B(tl)]2) = E Q B(t3)-B(t2)+B(t2)-B(tl)] 2)
E(CB ( t 3 ) - B(t2)J2)
+ 2 EQB(t 3 ) - B(t 2 )][B( t 2 ) - B(t 1 )1)





02(t3-t1)	 Q 2 (t 3-t 2 ) + 2E(CB(t3)-B(t2)][B(t2)-B(t1)]) + 02(t2-t1).
(1.16)
Therefore, we must have
E((B(t 3 ) 
-
 B(t 2 )]CB(t 2 ) - B(t 1)]} = C.	 (I.19)
The last expression,(1.19) says that the B-process possesses
independent increments. Furthermore, the B-process is Gaussian,
since the yC'a-process is Gaussian for every C,a. The covar-
ia.nces of the y C,a -process converge to the covariance of the
B-process. Hence, the process (B(t), te[o , m ]) is a Gaussian
process with stationary independent increments for which we have
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E(B(t)) s 0
E(B2 (t)) = 02t	 (I.20)
Prob (B(0) = 0) = 1.
But, this is the definition of the Wiener Processl Hence, it
would follow that
t
B(t )	 W(T )dT .
	 (1.21)
O
Therefore, one would obtain from 1.21)
ddtt	 W(t) .	 (I.22)
That is, the Gaussian White Noise is formally the derivative of
the Wiener process. However, as we recall from our earlier
discussions, the Wiener process does not possess a derivative.
Bence, the pathological nature of the Gaussian White Noise is
explicitly brought out by the formal relation 1.22 . The rela-
tion 1.22 simply states that the Gaussian White Noise is a
mathematical fiction.
Hence, when we write an equation such as
ddt) + OX(t) _ W(t) (= ddtt
	
) (I.23)
we must understand that it does not exist as an ordinary differ-
ential equation of elementary calculus since the White Noise inr
is a fiction.
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The question we must ask ourselves i ► can one make analytical
sense of the Equation I.23 . The answer is yes, and this was
first accomplished by K. Ito 01) •
The idea is simply that, instead of treating I.23 as a differ-
ential equation, one should inrstead study an equation in differ-
entials
dx(t) + Ox(t)dt ; dB(t). 	 (I.24)
The equation I.24 is given content and meaning by the sto-
chastic integral which is a well defined operation introduced
by Ito. Hence, the meaning of I.24 is
t	 t
x(t) -x(t 0 ) + 0
	
x(T)dT	 dB(T) = B(t)-B(t0). 	 (1.25)ft0
For the most general first order equation,
dx(t) = m(x(t),t) + G(x(t),t) dBgt
	
(1.26)
the meaning of this is given by the stochastic integral equation,
t	 t
X(t) -X(t0 )	 m(X(T),T)dT +	 G(X(T),T)dB(T),
fto
where the integrals are well defined.




On the basis of this definition, the solution processes of
1.26 , or 1.27 are well defined and have been the subject of
a great deal of research in the past ten years. [For a descrip-
tion of the properties of these processes, see the treatise by
Dynkin (2) on Markov processes.]
We are now in a position to indicate the reason why the
Gaussian 'r!h).te Noise is unsuitable as an input process for the
purposes of identification by the technique we have proposed.
Since the derivative ddtt	 in equation 1.23 does not exist,
it follows that the derivative ddt t	 in 1.23, also, does not
exist. Therefore, we do not have the equality
dt E(x 2 (t)}	 E(x(t) 
dxd	 is	 (I.28)
that is required in our identification procedure.
Indeed, we can say even more. In particular,
E(x(t) dx(t	 } , 0	 (1.29)
for the process defined by equation I.23 , or more correctly,
by equation ?.24 -
We recall that the B-process possesses independent increments,
thus
dB(t) __ B(t + dt) - B(t)
	
(I.30)
is independent of all prior increments of B(s) for s < t'.




Finally, in the procedure of identification, one's
initial reaction is to ask for a wide band-width excitation
in order to assure that enough frequencies are sufficiently
excited so that the parameters of the system can be correctly
estimated. But, as we have already seen in Chapters II and
III, not only is this not required but a pure sinusoidal
excitation with a single frequency is enough to allow identi-
fication. Thus, the fact that we do not want 'white noise"
is no weakness in the present approach. Indeed, it is even
to our advantage. The reader may recall that many of the
easy identification techniques made use of the Gaussian white
noise for their theoretical developme=nt. But such noise is
impossible to achieve in the laboratory. On the other hand,
the excitations we use in our theoretical development are
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